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   Language:  
 

It is a method through which we communicate each other 

and we can also say that the language is a mean of 

understanding. 

  Language:  the collection of words, sentences and stories to 

communicate.  

 

۰۶۶۶

۰۰۶۶

۰۰.

  Grammar: Grammar is the scientific study of a 

language.   

 

  Grammar: is the basic rule of language which used 

for correct writing, correct speaking and correct 

pronouncing.  
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Letter:  

(a) A symbol which has sound is called letter.     

(b)  Every letters which represents a sound is called 

letter. 

 

Ex: ABCD…. ابت  

Alphabet: the collection of letters in each language is 

called alphabets there are two kinds of alphabet in 

English language. 

Capital letters:     

These letters also called uppercase letters.                                         

( ABCDEFGHIJKLMNOPQRSTUVWXYZ) 
 

  Small letters:   

These letters called lowercase letters, the pronunciation of 

the capital and small letters are same. 

 (abcdefghijklmnopqrstuvwxyz) 

 

Vowel letters: (AEIOU)  

Semi vowel letters: (WY )  

 

Consonant letters:     

They are 19 consonant letters in English language. 

(BCDFGHJKLMNQRSTVXZ) 
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۰۱

۰۱

 

 Syllable: 

Definition: Separation of sounds in a word is called 

syllable. 

Example: expensive. It has three syllables. (ex, pen, sive) 

 

 Word:  
Some letters which are used in order has mean and 

pronounce is called word.    Ex: book, study, try …. 

  Sentence:  
Some words which used in order and has logical meaning is 

called sentence. 

Ex: It is really useful book …   
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ense is derived from a Latin word “Tempus”, 

which means time .so we must say that the 

modification of an action is called tense. 
 

(tense) tempus 

  

Stages of tenses in English language  

 

Each tense has three stages 

 

1: Syntax stage  

It refers to the structure of tense  

 
 

Ex: sub+2
nd

 verb+com 

 

2: Explanatory stage 
 

It refers to the definition of tense.  

  

T 
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Ex: Simple past tense shows an action which is started 

and completed in the past.  
 
 

3: Implementing stage 

It refers to the examples of the tense. 

 

Ex: We went to school yesterday. He recites Holy Quran.  

 

Present tense is divided into four kinds 
 

1: simple present tense             

2: present continues tense 

3: present perfect tense        

4: present perfect continues tense 

 

Past tense is also divided into four kinds  

 

1: Simple past tense   

 2: past continues tense

3: past perfect tense  

4: past perfect continues tense
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Future tense is also divided into four kinds  
 

1: simple future tense    

 2: future continues tense  

3: future perfect tense             

4: future perfect continues tense  

 Simple present tense has many cases some of them have explained here. .  

 

 (A): simple present tense:  
 

We can say habitual, regular, daily and fact actions in 

simple present tense. 
 

Ex: Bilal smokes segregate.)Habitual action)  

 I go to Kabul every year.                 (Regular action) 
 

  Atiqullah washes his face every day.      (daily action) 
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 Islam has five pillars.  (Permanent fact action) دايويحقيقيعول  

  Muslims face many problems around the word  

 
 

Two plus two is equal four (2+2=4) 

    .
 

(B): simple present with future meaning:  

Simple present tense is used to show future 

activities with the   usage of time expression and 

calendar (date and time)
 

  

 Ex: Amir comes from Kabul on Sunday at 5:am  16/7/2011. 

 

Ex:  Sayed Khalil goes to Jalalabad tomorrow.  
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(C) Simple present tense:  

Simple present tense can talk about past events or 

situations when it is used in headlines. 

 

Ex: Afghanistan wins cricket match from Pakistan  

The meaning of the upper sentence is Afghanistan won 

the cricket match from Pakistan.

 

(D): simple present tense:  

Simple present tense is used in that time when we 

order to some to do something or not to do 

something (It means for ordering)  
  

 
[   

 

Ex: positive imperative: ≫ Go to school    

Negative imperative:   ≫  Don‟t eat in the class  . 
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 For plural:  Subject +1
st
 –verb + object/com 

 

  We  go  to school every day .  

          Do we go to school every day?  

        We  don‟t  go to school . 

     Don‟t  we go to school? 

 

For singular: sub+1
st
 _verb –s-or es +com-Obj 

 

          Najib studies every night   

          Does Najib study every night ? 

              Najib doesn‟t study every night. 

   Doesn't Najib study every night? 

 

Note: when we change simple present tense sentences 

to question, negative, and negative question we drop 

(S) at the end with given verbs.   
 

( S, ES )

(   S, ES ) 
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 (E): simple present tense:  

This tense is also used to direction and make a polite 

request. 

 Turn right.  >>  << (Direction)  

 Pay attention to the lecture please. > <  (Polite request) 

 

Subject pronouns 

and nouns 
Verb 

Object- 
COMPLEMENT 

Time 

expressions 

I 

Study English Every day 

We 

You 

They 

Jan __ Sayed 

He 

Studies English Everyday 
She 

It 

Yousaf  
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2: Present continues tense: 

Structure: Sub+tobe+verb-ing +com /object 
 

(A): present continues tense: 
  

These tense shows an action which is happening 

right now in the moment of Speaking. 

 

Ex:  (+) I am studding this book.    

(-) I am not studding this book. 

(?) Am i studding this book? 

(-?) Am not I studding this book?

    S, SS, X, CH , SH , O,Z  

ES 

s

 (B) Present continues tense:     

Shows an action which is decided to take a place in 

the future, with the usage of future tense time 

expression. 
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EX:  Awal khan is going to Achin tomorrow. 

 

(C): present continues tense this tense show a 

temporary action, which may not be actually 

occurring right now or at the moment of 

talking. 

Ex: They are building the building.    (Not at this moment).

3: Present perfect tense: 

Structure: Sub: Subject + has/have + past participle form of the 

verb + complement 

(A)  Present perfect tense: It expresses an action or 

activity that occurred or did not occurred in the unspecific 

time in the past (if the time is specified, simple past is 

used) 
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۳:

 (+)    Imran has written the topic وه.عوراىهقالوليکي  

  ? Has Imran written the topic   (؟( 

(- )    Imran hasn‟t written the topic . 

( -)؟    Hasn‟t Imran written a topic ? 
 

(B): present perfect tens: (also denote an action which 

has happened repeatedly in the past) 

 

 

Ex: I have gone to Kuner many times. 

 

(C):  present perfect tense Express the duration of an 

action, which started in the past and continues to 

present period of time (containing since and for) 

     

 sincefor

since for 

Ex: Ilham uddin has been working in Voice of  

Haqiqat Radio station since 2011. 
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(4): present perfect continues tense: 

Structure: Sub+have/has+been+verb-ing+com/Obj 
 

This tense expresses an action which is started in the past 

and still continues. 

۴:

  .  
 

 

Ex: (+) I have been living in Kahi village since 1995? 

  

(?) Have I been living in Kahi Village since 1995? 

 

(-) I haven’t been living in Kahi village since 1995. 

۰۱۱۹

(-?)     Have not I been living in Kahi village since 1995 ?  

Extra examples:   How long have you been living in Achin? 

I have been living in Achin for ten years. 
 

Since: since show the starting point of an action  

Since اوديوعولدشروعکيذونيټوښاييsince راپوديخوا)راىيسي(پوهعنی

 دی


I have been teaching English since 2005.

 کالراىيسيانګليسيتذريسکوم۰۶۶۹زهد

Farhad has been studding since 7:00.
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 بجوراىيسيهطالعوکوي۰:۶۶فرىادد

For: for show the length or duration of an action  


 For شويوياوکومچېهخکیشروععولدوراىښاييدشروعشويديو

اوسىنجرياىلري.

Zahid has been living in Koshtal for ten years. 

زاىذلسکالووشوچيپوکوشتلکېاوسيږي.


Abdul Malik has been reciting Holy Quran for 20 minutes.

 عبذالوالکشلدقيقيوشويچيقراىهجيذتالوتکوي. 

Deference between simple past and present perfect tense 

              

Simple past tense              present perfect tense  
 

1. Talks about one action                                            

2. Needs the 2nd form of a verb 

3. Has (was, were, did ) auxiliaries 

4. Expresses only a complete action 

5. Has a limited usage 

6. Has no effect to present time 

7. The action is invisible and insensible  

8. Needs definite time expressions 

9. Needs definite adverbs of time. 

 

 

5): Simple past tense )

This tense shows an action which is started and ended in 

the particular time in the past.

 

Structure: sub+2
nd

 form of the verb+com/obj 

1: Talks about more than once action 

2: Needs the 3rd form of a verb 

3: Has the perfective auxiliaries of (have, has) 

4: Can express an uncompleted action. 

5: Has an unlimited usage 

6: Has effects to the present time. 

7: The action can be visible and sensible. 

8: Needs indefinite time expressions. 

9: Needs indefinite adverbs of time. 
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(+) He went to school yesterday. 

 
 

(?) Did he go to school yesterday?  

 

(-) He did not go to school yesterday.  

 

(-?) Did not he go to school yesterday? 

WH questions   

Where did you go?                       I   went to school. 

Who did you go to school with?     I went with Amin Gul. 

When did he come here?              He came here two days ago. 

Whose car did he drive?                He drove my car. 

Why did you go to school?                 I went to school   for learning. 
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(6): Past continues tense: 

Structure: sub+was/were+verb-ing+com-object 
 

(A) Past continues tense:  

This tense expresses an action which was in progress in 

pass.   

Ex:(+) I was calling to Ustad Niaz Muhammad.   

           

 

(?) Was i calling to Ustad Niaz Muhammad ? 

(-)  I was not calling to Ustad Niaz Muhammad. 

(-?) Wasn‟t i call to Ustad Niaz Muhammad ?   
 

 (B): past continues tense:  

These tense shows an action which was in progress in 

the past when the next action happen.  

Ex: I was calling Shaker ullah when Zahid came. 
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W-H Questions   

Where were you going?  

What was he doing?  

Who were you with? 

Whose computer were you using?    

 Why were you fighting?   

 

C:  past continues tense  

Express two actions which were in progress before 

each other in the same time before now the past. 

 Ex: While the teacher was teaching the students were 

listening.  

  

:Past perfect tense  (7): 

Structure:  Subject + had + past participle (3rd form of 

the verb) +com/obj 
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(A): past perfect continues tense:  

Expresses an action or activity which was completed 

before another Action or time in the past. 

۷

Ex: I had drunk the water when Rafi Ulah told me to drink water. 

 

(B): Past perfect tense: Can also be used for 

indication of past unreal conditions. 

  

 (if, whether, unless ) 

   Example: If I had been a teacher, I would teach well.  

 (8) Past perfect continues tense 
 

Structure: Subject + had + been + verb / ing + com/obj
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A: past perfect continuous tense  

This tense is  used to emphasize the duration of an action, 

which was in progress or the action some part completed  

before another action or time in the past. 

Example  I had been reciting Holy Quran for two   hours when 

my teacher came.

   

By the time his friend came, Zahid ullah had been exercising for 

an hour. 

 

(B) Past perfect progressive: 

 tense is used to express an action, which recently 

progress to another action or time in the past. 

Example:  when I saw Hamid he was red with blood, 

he had been fighting. 
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 9:  Simple future tense 

Sub+will/shall/be going to+ verb+com/ object 

future tense: Simple) (A 

These tense shows an action which will happen after now. 

 “Be going to + verb” is used to talk about future 

tense. It functions the same as   will, but “be going to + 

verb” is stronger than will and it is using for those 

action which have already planned for doing the future 

actions.    

Be going to be going to



 Example:  Hidayat  is  going to  go  to Kabul tomorrow. 

 

 

Be going to: is used for an action which is already 

arranged. 

I am going to go to Peshawar next Friday. 

 

Will is used for quickdecision.    

  Will بوپوراتلونکېزهانوکېچيعوللپارهاستعواليږيکومدىغو

 چيىغوعولبوترسرهشي.ددیوياويوڅواهکاىترسرهشي
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  (+) I will study Pashto tonight. 

(?) Will I study Pashto tonight ? 

  

(-) I will not (won‟t) study Pashto tonight.  

 

(-?) Won‟t  I study English tonight? 

Future examples in different ways  
Some other ways that you can express the future 

meaning 

1. Will/Shall                    Pervez will come here.  

2. Be going to                  Hamid is going to write a letter.   

3. May/Might                 Jamal may teach Islamic subject   

4. Simple Present          Ustad Kismat goes to Jalalabad tomorrow..  

5. Present Continuous      Fazal Rabi is watching tv tonight.   

6. Intend/Plan/Hope              I plane to learn Arabic language. 

7. Be about to                     she is a bout leave. 
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10: Future continues tense:  

This tense is used for an action which will be 

happing in the next coming time. 

Structure:  subject + will/be going to + be + verb/ 

ing + complement. 

 

Jamil will be reciting the holly Quran by the time you see him.  

 

Will Jamil be reciting the Holly Quran by the time you see him? 

 

Jamil will not be reciting the Holly Quran by the time you see 

him. 

We will be writing a letter .  

She is going to be teaching .  

 

11: Future perfect tense: 
 

Structure:   Subject + will + have +3
rd

 verb+com/obj 
 

Future perfect tense is used to show an action which 

will be completed before anther action in the future. 
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۰۰:

 

Zahid will have eaten lunch  when you ask him to go to the hotel. )+( 
 

 Will Zahid have eaten lunch  when you ask him to go to hotel? )؟( 
  

(-) Zahid will not have eaten lunch when you ask him to go to hotel. 
  
(-?) Zahid will not (won't) have eaten lunch when you ask him to go the hotel?   

 

He will have completed the work.ىغوبوکارپايتورسوليوي 

I will have cleaned the class. هابوټولګيپاککړيوي  

 

12: Future perfect progressive tense: 
 

This tense uses for the indication of those actions 

which will be in progress before anther action in the 

future.( We use the Future Perfect Continuous to show 

that something will continue up until a particular event 

or time in the future) 

   ۰۰
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Structure:  subject + will + have + been + verb / ing + 

complement 
 

Ustad Niaz ullah  will have been watching news, when Rahmat 

Ali get there. 
 

Will Ustad Niaz ullah  have been watching TV, when 

Rahmat Ali get there? 
 

Ustad Niaz ullah  will not have been watching TV 

when Rahmat Ali get there .  

 

 

 

 

1: Noun                                 

2: pronoun     

3: verb  

4: Adjective   

5: Adverb  

6: Conjunction   

7: Preposition  

8: Interlunation  

9: Article  
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Now come to the explanation of all of the Parts of speech 

 

  

Kinds of nouns: دنوم قسوونو           
1: common noun:  

2: proper noun 

3: collective noun 

4: compound noun 

5: material noun 

6: abstract noun  

1. Noun  نوم 

A noun is defined as the name of a person, place or 

thing. For this process of naming, we must make use 

of many different noun types in order to abide by the 

rules of English grammar. 

1:  Common Nouns عامنوم  

 Common nouns refer to a general class of person, 

place or thing. For example: boy, forest and rock--

these words refer to a category of noun, rather than 

to the special title of a specific noun. 
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 2: Proper Noun نومځانګړي  

 Proper nouns are names that refer specifically to 

the identity of certain special nouns. (Proper nouns  

are those pronouns which refer specific person 

,place and thing ) 

 Ex: person____ Zahid , Younis khan,  

 Ex: place:______ Medanak , Kabul, London 

 Ex: thing______Card,  couch      

3: Collective Nouns  جمع نوم 

A collective noun refers to a group or collection of 

nouns with one word. Or it is singular inform but 

plural in meaning. 
Ex: army, class, team, group, people..                                              
 4: Abstract Nouns دحس نوم      

 Abstract nouns refer to concepts that we objectify 

in thought and speech but have no material form 

 Are those noun which we can not touch cannot see 

but physically we understand in mind  

 . Examples of abstract nouns include hope, desire,  

Fever, ache ,fear, love, hate, ... 
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5: Compound Nouns مرکب نوم       

Compound nouns are nouns those nouns which  refer 

common  consist of two or more words combined . or 

compound noun is a noun which is made from two or 

three words 

 

 Compound noun have 3 kinds  

1: open compound nouns: are these nouns 

which are spelled as two words 

Ex: class teacher, Bus driver, office computer… 
 

2: closed compound nouns: are those words 

which spelled as one word.  

Ex: bedroom, shopkeeper, bathroom … 
 

3: hyphenated compound noun: are these 

nouns which contain hyphen (-_. 

Ex: edit-in-chief,  sister-in-law, mother-in-law   

 

6: Material noun دمادي نوم     

 Are those nouns which refers substance 

 Ex: wood,  metal  
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Gender of noun: the word gender is derived 

from the Arabic word genus which means sex of 

a noun  

There are four genders in English language  
 

1: Masculine gender noun    هذکز دجنس نوم   

2: Feminine gender noun         هونث دجنس نوم   

3: common gender noun    عام دجنس نوم          

4: Neutral gender noun  خنثی دجنس نوم         

 

1: Masculine gender noun:  

These nouns only refer male. 

 Ex: man, boy, poet, actor 
 

2: Feminine gender noun     

It is a noun which refer female.  

Ex: woman, girl, actress, poetess, manageress 
  

3: common gender noun       

Is a noun which refer both male and female                

: ex:   teacher, student ,driver, friend  
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4: Neuter gender noun:     

it is a gender which refer neither male and female 

(it mean it doesn‟t refer male and female )  

 

Ex: stone, wood, shoes 
 

How to change singular noun to plural? 

؟څنګو کوالي شو چي هفزد نوهونو جوعي تو تبذيل کړو  

It is so important to know about changing a 

singular noun to plural because the plural nouns 

usage is more than singular nouns. 

 

1: the nouns which ends with ( s,ss,ch,sh,o,x,z) add 

es  

Ex: bus=buses , class=classes, watch=watches , 

dish=dishes, mango= mangoes,box= boxes, 

buz=buzzes 

Note: some nouns ends with (o) but just they take (s) 

Photo = photos         kilo = kilos     

Piano = pianos 

  

2: the nouns which end in y followed by consonant 

change (y) to I and add (es)  

ex: company=companies ,city=cities 
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Note: the noun which ends in (Y) and followed by 

vowel just ad (s). 

Ex:boy=boys, toy=toys ,key= keys  

 

3: Nouns which are ends with (f) or (fe) change f or 

fe to v and ad es  

Ex: wife= wives   

Calf= calves   

Knife= knives  

Leaf= leaves  

Wolf= wolves   

Exception: roof= roofs, cliff=cliffs   

 

4: when (ch) has sound of  (k) at the end of the 

words take only (s). 

   Stomachs, monarchs 

 

5: compound nouns or hyphenated nouns 

which separated by preposition take s or es at the 

end of main nouns. 

Ex: Sisters-in-law         fathers-in-law       sons-in-

law  

Brothers-in-law            mothers-in-law 
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6: the nouns which end with O and followed by 

vowel just take ed without any changes. 

Ex: video ----- videos     .    Radio   ---- radios      

7: some nouns looks plural but they are singular  

Trousers, scissors, physics ….. 

  

8: the nouns which we cannot count we cannot change 

them to the plural form. 

 ىغونوهونوچينوشويرلکيږيجوعيحالتتوىننوتبذيليږي
 

Ex: wood   =  wood       sugar  =   suger      salt=     salt     

Flour    = flour           milk   =  milk       

 

9: Compound noun usually takes s or es at the end 

of the last noun  

Ex: bus driver         bus drivers       

Step brother            step brothers  

Book store              book stores  

  10: some of the nouns or irregular they haven‟t 

any special rules to change them to plural.  

Some of them are below 

     Child     = children 

     Man       = men 

     Woman = women  
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     Tooth    = teeth   

      Foot     =  feet     

      Crisis =  crises  
       

      11: most of the nouns which not accordant to the 

above  rules just take S, to change to plural form. about 

70% nouns change to plural by just adding S at the end 

as below. 

Plural Singular 

Books Book 

Writers Writer 

Girls  Girl 

Friends Friend 

Trees Tree     

schools School 

Teachers Teacher 
 
 

Count able nouns:دشويروړنوهونو 

Are those which has physical individual shapes 

or existence or count nouns are those nouns 

which we can count. 

Ex : computer , book, room, student…. 
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Uncountable noun:نوشويريذونکينوهونو 

 Are those nouns which does not have physical 

individual shapes , or those nouns which is difficult 

to count. 

Ex: water, milk, water, tea,salt, flour sugar…..  

 
Difference between countable nouns and 

uncountable nouns   

 دشويزونکو او نو شويزيذونکو تزهينځ توپيز

Uncountable nouns 

 نوشويريذونکينوهونو

Countable nouns 

 دشويروړنوهونو

Uncountable can measure   Count noun can be 

counted  

Non count nouns do not have 

physical individual shapes  

 

 

Countable nouns have 

physical and individual 

shapes  

Non count nouns have one 

form it doesn‟t have the plural 

form   

 

 

Count nouns have 

singular and plural forms 

Numbers cannot proceed by 

count nouns  

 Number can proceed 

count nouns  

Non count take only singular 

verbs  

Count nouns can take 

either singular or plural 

verbs  
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2: Pronoun: ضويز 

 

(A)   Pronoun is a word which is used instead of noun. 

Farhad is a student. He is a student 

کومچيدنومپرځاياستعواليږي.هدکليووىغوضويز  

 

(B)  Pronoun:    Is a word which is used to avoid the 

repletion of the  noun. 

هخنيويلپارهاستعواليږيددنومدتکرار:ضوير   

Sheer Bahadar is a talent boy , He is a talent boy 

(C)  pronoun:     Pronouns are also used for shortness of 

the sentences 

دجوليدلنډونيلپارهکارولکيږيلکوپوالنذيهثالکې: ضويز  

 

Ex: Fazal, Awal khan and Asif go to school. 

They go to school.  

Kinds of Pronoun    دضويز قسوونو  

1: personal pronoun 

2: possessive pronoun 
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3: demonstrative pronoun 

4: interrogative pronouns 

5: Indefinite pronoun  

6: Distributive pronoun 

7: Reflexive pronoun 

8: Intensive pronoun  

9: Relative pronouns 

10: reciprocal pronoun  

11: exclamatory pronoun 

Personal pronoun: Are used instead people or things in the sentences   

There are two kinds personal pronoun  

1: subject pronoun  فاعلي ضويزونو 

2: subject pronoun    هفعولي ضويزونو  
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1: subject pronoun: these pronoun used instead of 

noun in the sentence and (Doer of the action is called 

subject pronouns).and below. 

(Subject pronouns)   He, She, It, I, We, You, they 

 (2) An objective pronoun acts as the object of a 

sentence—it receives the action of the verb. 

Object pronoun: are those pronoun which are used instead 

noun and receive an action ( the receiver of an action is called 

object pronoun). 

Him,Her, It , Me, us , you, them  

2: Possessive Pronouns هلکي ضويزونو         

A possessive pronoun tells you who owns something. 

The possessive pronouns are hers, his, its, mine, ours, 

theirs, and yours 

 This book is  mine. 

3: Demonstrative Pronouns 

A demonstrative pronoun points out a noun. The 

demonstrative pronouns are that, these, this, and those. 

That is a good idea. 
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These are flowers. 

A demonstrative pronoun may look like a 

demonstrative adjective, but it is used differently in a 

sentence: it acts as a pronoun, taking the place of a 

noun. 

4: Interrogative Pronouns سواليو ضويزونو      

An interrogative pronoun is used in a question. It helps to 

ask about something. The interrogative pronouns are what, 

which, who, whom, and compound words ending in "ever," 

such as whatever, whichever, whoever, and whomever. 

An interrogative pronoun may look like an interrogative 

adjective, but it is used differently in a sentence: it acts 

as a pronoun, taking the place of a noun. 
 

5: Indefinite Pronouns  نا هعلوم ضويزونو 

An indefinite pronoun refers to an indefinite,person 

place or thing. Indefinite pronouns include all, any, 

both, each, everyone, few, many, neither, none, 

nothing, several, some, and somebody. 

Something smells good. 
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Many like salsa with their chips. 

An indefinite pronoun may look like an indefinite adjective, 

but it is used differently in a sentence: it acts as a pronoun, 

taking the place of a noun. 

6: Relative Pronouns ضويزونو   ارتباطي     

A relative pronoun introduces a clause, or part of a 

sentence, that describes a noun. The relative pronouns are 

Relative pronouns are those pronouns which used instead of 

noun in sentence and connect two sentence . and as below 

 That, which, who, and whom. 

You should bring the book that you love most. 

That introduces "you love most," which describes the book. 

7: Reflexive Pronouns انعکاسي ضويزونو         

A reflexive pronoun refers back to the subject of a 

sentence. The reflexive pronouns are herself, himself, itself, 

myself, ourselves, themselves, and yourselves. Each of these 

words can also act as an intensive pronoun (see below). 
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Reflexive pronouns:  Are those pronouns which refer back 

to subject or ( show that the subject and object of the 

sentence are the same. 

I learned a lot about myself at summer camp. (Myself refers 

back to I.) 

They should divide the berries among themselves. 

(Themselves refers back to they.) 

8: Intensive Pronouns  (emphasizing pronouns )   تاکيذي ضويز 

An intensive pronoun emphasizes its antecedent (the noun 

that comes before it). The intensive pronouns are herself, 

himself, itself, myself, ourselves, themselves, and 

yourselves. Each of these words can also act as a reflective 

pronoun (see above). 

I myself don't like oranges. 

9: Exclamatory pronoun:          ضويز ونذاي 

 these pronouns are used for sudden felling of mind . 

Ex:oh, wow , Ah 

10: Reciprocal pronoun: these pronouns also used for 

person thing which act and react upon anther  

Ex: Each other, one anther 
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 Myself  ,yourself,  Himself, itself, themselves , ourselves, 

yourselves  

Ex:I saw myself in the mirror  

3: Verb: فعل 

Verbs explain what the subject of a sentence is doing or his state of 

being. Or verb  is word which show an action. 

There are two main parts of verb 

1: Auxiliary verbs: 

2: Ordinary verbs 

1: auxiliary verbs: are those verbs which are used with 

simple, past and particle form of the verb to make the 

tenses of ordinary verbs ( we can also that the auxiliary 

verb are used to help form of a tense  

They are below: Is, Am, was, were, has, Had .do, does, did, 

can, could,shall.Ought to, may, might,must, will, would, 

need, dare…. 
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Auxiliary verbs are divided into three parts. 

1: Principal auxiliary verbs  

2: modal auxiliary verbs 

3: Semi modal auxiliary verbs 

1: Principal auxiliary verbs  

Principal auxiliary verbs form the main part of Auxiliary verbs 

ex: am, is , are, was, were, do, does, did. 

Ex: Do you come from Koshtal village? 

Principal auxiliary verb has also three parts 

(A) To be verbs 

To be verbs: are those verbs which are used show state in 

the state in the sentences. 

Is, am, Are, was, were,    

(B) To have verb:   to have verbs used to show the 

ownership and possession 

Ex: have, has, had    

(D) To do verbs:  these verbs show the performing of 

an action ex: do, does, did, done  
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3: Modal auxiliary verbs: 

 Modal auxiliary verbs don‟t have any final s and es at the 

third singular person, they don‟t have any past participle 

and infinitive form  

Modal Auxiliary verbs are: 

Can, could, shall. Should, will, would, may, might and 

ought to. 

Modal Auxiliary verbs:  Semi  

In English language there are three semi modal auxillary 

verbs which are  dare .need, used        

2: Ordinary verbs: is a verb which denotes a main action 

and can stand alone  

Ex: Ali khan study hard. 

There are two parts of ordinary verbs  

1: Transitive verbs 

2: intransitive verbs 

1: Transitive verbs: are those verbs which   followed by on 

object and change to the passive voice too. 
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Ex:  eat, teach, write , study, build  and so on ... 

2: intransitive verbs:  Are those verbs which don‟t followed 

by object. Sentence which includes the intransitive can‟t be 

change to passive. like . I go to school. we can‟t change to 

passive . 

 Ex: go, come,   and so on  

Note:  there are some verbs in English which are both 

transitive and intransitive  

Ex: fly, boil… 

  A) Perfect intransitive verbs:  

are those verbs which don‟t need object and or 

complement for the completion of their meaning 

Ex: the water flows. Birds fly….. 

B) Defective intransitive verbs:  

These verbs don‟t have complete meaning and they need 

object or complement for the completion of the 

meaning. 

Ex: Rahman Ullah is tired.  
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Regular and irregular verbs 

Verb: is so important in the sentence because it shows an 

action and it has four forms. They are below: 

 (Irregular verbs) 

dEd 

   

Third 

form 

Second 

form 

Present 

participle 

form  

Simple form 

Gone  Went Going  Go  

Regular verbs: Are those verbs which take ed or d ,and 

their second and third form are same 

تورواستعوال (D)اوياپو(ed):ىغوديچيدقاعذي لزونکي فعلونو

سرهپواخرکېپودوىناودرينحالتتوتبذيليږيقاعذهلرونکوفعلونو

 تاسيييهثالونوکتليشۍ.  .دوىناودرينحالتسرههساويوي

Ex:  talk         talked           talked  

      Want       wanted          wanted 
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      Love        loved           loved 

Some rule of the verbs which take (ed) or ( d )   

1: The verbs which are ending with y and following a 

consonant change the last (y) to (I) and add (ed) 

Ex: marry          married 

      Try              tried  

2: Verbs Ending with Y following a vowel take ed with out and 

change it mean we can,t drop y but if  it follows by vowels letters . 

Ex: stay         stayed    

        Pry          pried   

        Play         played    

   3: Those verbs which are ending with c take an extra (k) 

before ending (ed)  

Ex: picnic                picnicked 

………. 

4: Those verb which ends with ( e) or (ee) take (d).  

ex:  love         loved  

      Close       closed    

5: Those regular verbs which are ending in a consonant and 

following a vowel double the last consonant and add (Ed)  
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Ex: stop                 stopped   

 صفت   

Adjective: is a word which modifies noun or pronoun. 

يي.نومياضويرڅرنګواليښادکومچيهدکليووصفتىغو   

Or adjective is word that is used to describe the quality, 

quantity, size, color, age….. 

Adjective is categorized into three types  

1: Cases of adjective 

2: Kinds of adjective  

3: Comparison of adjective 

 

1: Cases of adjective: it is a grammatical term that 

indicate that category or what position do adjective 

have in sentences , Adjective generally has three cases 

  

1: Attributive case 2: predicative case  3: post position 

case  

 

1: Attributive Case:   in this case an adjective is 

used before noun or it is also called direct case  
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ex: this is a nice book. 

 

2: Predicative Case: in this case adjective used after 

liking verbs (is, am, are, look, smell, taste ,get, 

become, seem, or it is ) also called indirect case 

Ex: Sharif is nice. 

 

3: Post positive case: in this case Adjective is used 

after indefinite pronouns 
 

 Farid has something valuable. 

   

  Quality--- good, nice, bad, beautiful, attractive, 

interesting… 

 Quantity---  a little, much, few, some, enough, much, 

many…. 

   Size-----   big, small, huge, massive, great, medium…. 

   Color----   red, white, blue, green, orange, yellow, pink… 

   Age----- young, old, teen, adult, mature  

   Temperature   --- hot, cold, normal… 

        Shape---   round, circle, octagon, pentagon,cure, ….. 

        Origin---   Afghan, english, Indian  

 

Ex: Majid is an  intelligent student. 
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1: adjective of quality 

2: adjective of Quantity  

3: Distributive Adjective  

4: Interrogative adjective 

5: possessive adjective  

6: Adjective of Number  

7: Demonstrative Adjective  

8: exclamatory adjective 

9: focusing adjective 

10: proper adjective 

   

1:  (descriptive adjective) adjective of quality 

Adjective of quality are those which show the kind of 

quality of person or thing . 

ex: Jamid is clever boy . 

 

2:  Adjective of Quantity  

Are those which show the quantity of nouns or pronouns? 

 

Ex: There are a few girls in this class.  

Ex: Fazal has a little money. 
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3: distributive adjective:  

Are those adjective which used before nouns and denote 

each. Every, either and neither . 

 

Ex:   each of you don’t try.  

 

4: Interrogative adjective:  

when we used what ,whose and which before nouns to ask 

questions are called Interrogative adjective  
 

Ex: whose wallet is it ? 

Ex: which do you go to ?  

Ex: what does your class start?  
 

5: possessive adjective: 

 Are those adjective which placed before nouns and show 

ownership or possession? 
 

Ex: My , His, Her, Its , Our , Your ,their , 

Ex: this is your purse  

 
 

6: Demonstrative Adjective: are those nouns which used 

befor nouns and point out some person. Place and thing ,  

ex: 

 

 

 

 

 

Usage  Plural  Singular 

Uses for near things  These  This  

Uses for far thing  Those  That  
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 7: exclamatory adjective: it is an adjective which is 

used to show sudden, surprise and emotion … 

ex: what a nice girl  

 

8: focusing adjective:  

Are those adjective which are used to emphasize a noun In 

a sentence.  

Ex: this is my own shop. 

 

9: proper adjective:  

Are those adjective which are formed from some proper noun . 
 

ex: Shafi ullah is from Afghanistan. He is Afghan. 
 

proper noun          proper adjective  

Afghanistan                 Afghan 

China                           Chines  

India                             Indian  

Brazil                           Brazilian 

America                       American               
 

9: Adjective of number 

These adjective show how many persons or things or 

meant. 

 

Ex: Kahi high school has 35 teachers. 

  Abdullah is sixteen years old. 
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Adjective of numbers have three parts 

 

1: definite numeral adjective 

2: indefinite numeral adjective 

3: distributive  adjective   

   

1: definite numeral adjective:  

All the ordinal and coordinal numbers are definite 

numeral adjective  

 

 ordinal numbers: show the order ( sequence)  

first (1
st
 ) second(2

nd
 )  third( 3

rd
) fourth (4

th
 )  

without 1
st
 , 2

nd
 , 3

rd
 we use th with number which we show 

order 

 

  Coordinal number: one , two , three, four , five 

…… 
  

2: indefinite numeral adjective: 

Are those number which unknown number . 

 

Ex: A little , several , some, very ,many , much ,.. 

 

Ali Raza had a little money. 

 

3: Distributive numeral adjective: 
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are those which refer to each one of a number or 

group . 
 

Ex: each, every, either, and neither   

Ex: every student try to get the 1
st
 position  

 

Compersion of Adjective 

Adjective of comparison has 3 kinds 
1: positive degree 

2: comparative degree 

3: superlative degree 
 

1: positive degree: 
 In this degree describe one person one thing and one place 

and we use the simple form of the verb. 

 پو دي درجو کې ديو شي ، يو شخص او يا ىن ديو ځاي څزګنذونو کيږي 
 

ex: small , big, nice, beautiful , cute, pretty, huge, 

wide, tired, intelligent… 

هثال Amjid is tired  
 

  When positive degree of and an adjective is used for 

the comparison it is placed between (as….as) it mean in the 

middle of  we use adjective as as ,then it also show the 

comparison oven though it is positive degree. 

Ex: Awal khan is as intelligent as Wahid ullah 
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2: comparative degree: 
This degree compare two persons two things and two 

places. Comparative degree of an adjective expresses a 

higher degree of quality than positive degree 

پوديدرجوکېددوواشخاصو،شيانواوياىنددوهسيووپرتلواو

 هقايسوکيږي.

هثال  Ahmad is taller than Waseem. 

Nangarhar is more dangerous than Kabul. 

Small= smaller      big= bigger    nice= nicer  

 

 

 

1: Some adjective which end in y followed by 

consonant change (y) to I and ad (er) 
Ex: pretty= Irfan is Prettier than Ahmad. 

 Ugly= He is uglier than Jan.  
 

  Easy= middle term exam is easier than annual exam. 
 
 

2: most of adjective take (er) in end. 
 

Nice         nicer             big           bigger 

Small      smaller         short       shorter  

Long       longer           soft          softer  

Note: the adjective which ends with consonant and not 

followed by vowel double the consonant and ad er. 

 Big        bigger   
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 3: Two or three syllable adjectives:  

With two or three syllables adjective ad more or less before 

the adjective but you cannot ad er with two or three 

syllables adjective instead er more or less is using before  

adjective like in below examples 

اويا moreتکېورسرهىغوصفتونوچيدوهيادريسيالبووينوپوهقايسويحال

less .چي کارولکيږيmore دزياتپوهعنیدياوless دکنپوهعنیدی

 

ex: more beautiful , more intelligent ,more excellent, more 

fantastic , more attractive…. 
This book is less expensive than that book. 

Ex: Achin district  is   more dangerous  than Nazyandistrict. 
 

4: some adjective are irregular  

Ex: good    better         bad      worse       

This is better book than that one.  
 

Superlative degree:  

This degree shows the highest quality and degree of an 

adjective, in this degree we compare one thing one person 

one place with group. 

پوديدرجوکېيوشخصيوشياوياىنيوځايدډېروشيانو،اشخاصواو

 ځايونوسرههقايسوکيږي.

Ali is tallest student in the class.  
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Achin is most dangerous district in Nangarhar.   

 With two or three syllables adjective we use most or least in 

the superlative degree.

Ex: most beautiful, most attractive, most interesting. 

Ex: Farah is least beautiful in Afghanistan. 

  With one syllable adjective we use est in the end but 

some of adjective are irregulars like good=best, bad= worst 

we cannot ad est at the end… 

Ex: smallest, tallest, greatest, prettiest, and nicest. 

5: Adverb قيذ 

Adverb is a word which midifies the meaning of a verb and 

adjective or anther adverb. 

Ex: Amin Gul is walking slowly. 
 

Adverb: is a word which modifies a verb, adjective or 

another adverb and sometimes whole sentence. 

يىغوکليوودهچيدفعل،صفتاويادبلقيذڅرنګواليښايقيذ  
 

  Verb + adverb 

Example: Hidayat  speaks  fast in the class. 

                                     V        Adv 

  Adverb + adjective  

Example: It was terribly  cold last week. 

                             Adv      Adj  
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Adverb + Adverb 

Example:     He‟s playing very    fast.  
                      Adverb + adverb Ad           Ad  

Kinds of Adverb 
1: Adverb of manner  

2: Adverb of degree 

3: Interrogative adverb 

4: Relative adverb:  

5: Adverb of frequency  

6: Adverb of reason  

7: Adverb of time 

8: Adverb of place  

9: Adverb of negation or affirmation   

10: Conjunctive adverb  

11: Adverb of manner:  

 

1:Adverb of manner  

Shows how an action happens. 
 

Ibrahim is coming to the class quickly. 
  

Note: adverb of manner usually takes ly in the end. 
 

Ex: quick= quickly     safe=safely          brave= bravely      

Success= successfully   nice=nicely        correct= correctly  

Loud= loudly         honest=honestly       sudden= suddenly. 
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2: Adverb of degree: are those which show in what 

criteria an action happened, these adverbs are usually 

placed before adjective or other adverbs . 

ex: Anwar is very tired 

quite , just,  
 

3: Interrogative adverb: 

 Are those adverb which is use to ask question. 

E: why , where, who, whom , whose, why ….. 

Where do you come from? 
 

4: Relative adverb:  

Relative adverbs are those adverbs which used to join two 

sentences with each other.  

Ex: why , when , which, where  

Ex: this our teacher who who teaches us Biology .  

 

5: Adverb of frequency: 
 Adverb of frequency shows how many times an action happen. 

Or adverb of frequency show the repetition  of an action. 
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Adverb of frequency has two types 

1: Definite frequency 

it is use to show the exact repeating of an action.( once , 

twice , three times, four times ) 

Ex: Sakhi Rahman study this book twice a week.  
  

2: indefinite frequency: it is an adverb, it is used to 

show that how often an action happens.  
 

6: Adverb of reason : it is an adverb which show reason  

ex: Javid was tired so he went to bed. 

 7: adverb of time:  

is also called expression , adverb of time show used to 

show when an action happen . 

ex: Khalil came to school yesterday. I will see you tomorrow. 

 

8: adverb of place: it is also called phrase or expression , 

Adverb of place are those adverb which are used to show 

where an action happens. 

Ex: Sharafat plays cricket in the ground. 

  

9: Adverb of negation: it is an adverb which is used to 

show disagreement or we can also say which is used to give 

negative answer.  

E: Can Zaker speak Arabic ? No he can not 

Ex: no, not, not at all, no longer ,   
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10: Adverb of affirmation:  
Adverb of Affirmation is a and adverb which is used show the 

agreement and give positive answer . 

 

Ex: Yes , sure, why not , of course , definitely… 

11: focusing adverb:  
It is an adverb which is used to emphasize a specific part in a 

sentence. 

Ex: just,  right , even, only , really, obviously, certainly, merely ..   
  

Ex: Basheer just went for swimming.   
 

Some adverbs are the same in form as the corresponding 

adjectives; that is some words are used sometimes as 

adjectives, sometimes as adverbs.  

Adjectives        Adverbs 

  Loud    loud 

  Fast     fast 

  Next    next 

  Back    back 

  Little    hard 

  Early    early 
 

 6: Conjunction حزف ربط       

It is a word or group of words which is used to connect 

to words, two sentences, two clauses, two phrases 
 

:ىغوکليوودهچيلغات،جولياوفقريسرهيوځايکويحزف ربط   
 

Ex: this is a book and that is too. 
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There are four types of conjunction in English language  
 

1: coordinating conjunction  

2: subordination conjunction  

3: correlative conjunction  

4: Conjunctives 

 

1: coordinating conjunction : 

it is a conjunction which is used to join two 

independent clauses , it is also to say those 

conjunction which are used to start independent 

clause  

Ex: 

2: subordination conjunction: 

it is a conjunction which is used to combine 

independent clause or one dependent clause.  

 Some of the subordinating conjunction are listed here . 

 

(After , when , befor, by the time, since, while, as 

soon as , as long as , unless , if because , although , 

even though)    Nasir passed the test , even though 

he did not study.  
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3: correlative conjunction (parried 

conjunction)  

It is a conjunction that is made more than one word 

or it is used to combine the statements  

 Ex: I do not only hate Indian but also Australian. 

 

4: conjunctive:  

It is a group of words that is used connect ideas in a 

sentence or paragraph  

Ex: In fact , for instance , there for , in addition      

I teach English at the high school in fact I 

graduated from science. 

 

7: interjection: احزف نذ  

It is a word which is used to show the sudden, emotion, 

feeling and pain. 

حزف نذا داحساساتودڅزګنذولو لپاره کارول کيږي  

Some of the interjection are listed her. 

Ex; Mmm, Wow, Oh , huh , , ouch , oh no, Buzz 

 

8: Preposition:حرفاضافو 
 It is a word which is used to show the relationship of a 

noun or pronoun with rest of the sentence    the word pre 

means before or the word position mean place. 

We use about 98% preposition before nouns 
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ښاي،ىغولفظدیکومچيدنوماوضويرترهينځاړيکوحزف اضافو: 

 ىوذارنګوحرفاضافودشيانو،اشخاصواوسيووهوقيعتښاي

Ex:  Zardad is from Medanak.  

 

There are two types of preposition       

1:  simple preposition 2: compound preposition 

1: simple preposition:  

It is a proposition that contains one sound or syllable .some of 

them are listed here ( By, off, to, in, with, from, far ) 

 

1: Simple preposition is also divided into two kinds 
  

1: mono syllable simple preposition: 

2: di syllable simple preposition 

 

1: mono syllable simple preposition: 

It is a proposition that contains one sound or 

syllable, some of them are listed here ( By, off, to, 

in, with, from, far ) 

Ex: Kahi Village is far from Jalalabad. 
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2: Di syllable simple preposition  

It is a preposition that contains one sound or more than 

one sound or syllable; some of them are listed here. 

 Over, under, behind, beyond, between, a bout, during, 

after, until  

Ex: The Ball is under the table .  

2: compound preposition: 

It is a preposition that is formed two words or three 

words , compound preposition is also divided into 

two parts  

1: two words sequences compound preposition:  

It is a preposition that is formed as two words ( 

upn,next next to, about , apart from, without, with 

in, because, due to ). 

Shinwari Institute is about to open a branch in Jalalabad.  

2: three-word sequence compound preposition  

It is a preposition that is formed as three words some of 

the three-word sequence compound preposition  
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( in front of, in the middle , on the top, in the 

bottom, in spite of, 

Ex: Fazal Rabi is in the middle of the stairs. 

9: Article دتعريفتوري 

It is a word that is used to talk about nouns generally or 

specifically unspecific or it is used to determine a noun , Article 

is also called determiner ( article is word that limits noun ) . 

There are two kinds of Articles  

1: Indefinite article:  

 They Are used to talk nouns generally they are a   and . 

A: is used before singular nouns count nouns that 

begin with consonant letter.  

Ex: a girl, a chair, a computer … 

An: an is used before singular count nouns that 

begins with vowel letters.  

Ex: an umbrella, an apple , an orange … 
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2: Indefinite Article:  

It is used to talk about nouns   specifically ( the) is 

called indefinite pronouns  

The is used for particular person, place and thing  

ex: give me the shinwari English  Grammar. 
Note: a and an we used before those nouns which we use in 

singular form.  

 

Affixes 

Affixes are those letters or word come in the beginning ,in 

the middle or in  the  ending of words and change the 

meaning of words and affix has two kinds prefix and suffix  

 

A: prefix: هختاړي 

 Uses with beginning of words and change the meaning of 

words as below. 

Dis =   like=dislike ,dismiss  

In =     complete=incomplete, incorrect  

Un =    happy =unhappy unprotect   

Re=      view=review   return, reteach     (هعنیبيا Re) 

Re 
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  (prefix)  

 

B: Suffix: وروستاړي 

Are those words or letters which use at the end of words 

and change the meaning of words and they are below. 

Er=     teach= teacher   play= player     swim=swimmer  

Or=    direct= director 

ion=    act= action  

less= tube=tubeless, home=homeless , wire=wireless  
 

(suffix)

 

 

 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Voice 

Active Passive 
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1: ACTIVE VOICE 

 

Definition: When the doer of work is the subject of 

a sentence is Called active voice. 
  

 Or A form of verb which tells us that the subject is 

the performer of the action is called active voice. 

 

Formula: Subject + is, am, are + 1
st
-verb_ing + object. 

Example: She is playing football. 

 

2: PASSIVE VOICE 

Definition: A form of verb which tells us whether the 

subject performs the action or the subject receives the 

action is called passive voice. 

or when the effected person place or thing is the 

subject of a sentence.  
 

Farmula: Subject + is, am, are + 3
rd

-verb + by + object. 
 

Example:  cricket is played by her. 

 

Question: Why we use passive voice. 

Answer: when we want to give more information to 

the object of active voice we use passive voice. 
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 Subject change in to object. 

 Object change in to subject. 

 3
rd

-verb is use in place of 1
st
-verb or 2

nd
-verb. 

  Helping verb is use before 3
rd

-verb according to 

the tenses. 

 (BY) is use after 3
rd

-verb to introduce the agent. 

 Use of Passive 

 Passive voice is used when the focus is on the 

action. It is not important or not known, 

however, who or what is performing the action. 

 Example: My bike was stolen. 

 In the example above, the focus is on the fact that 

my bike was stolen. I do not know, however, 

who did it. 

 Sometimes a statement in passive is more polite 

than active voice, as the following example 

shows: 

 Example: A mistake was made. 

 In this case, I focus on the fact that a mistake was 

made, but I do not blame anyone (e.g. you have 

made a mistake.).5 
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active passive

1: Simple present tens passive  
Definition: when we want to change simple present tens in 

to passive voice we act upon the following  

                  Rules we use (is, am, are) as helping verb. 

۲۱

 passive voice 

 

Positive farmula: Subject + is, am, are, + 3
rd

-verb + by + object. 

Active: She plays cricket.              Passive: cricket is played by her. 

 

Negative farmula: Subject + is, am, are + not + 3
rd

-verb + object. 

Active: he does not play cricket.                                            

Passive: cricket is not played by him. 

 

Interrogative formula: is, am, are + subject + 3
rd

-verb + by + object? 

Act: do you play cricket?               Pas: Is cricket played by you? 
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Formal.neg.int.farmula:Is, am, are + subject + not + 3
rd

-

verb + by + object? 

Active:   do you not play cricket?                                          

Passive: Is cricket not played by you? 

 

Informal.neg.int.farmula: is, am, are + not +subject + 3
rd

-

verb + by + object? 

Active: doesn‟t he play cricket?                                                   

Passive: is not cricket played by him? 

 

 

 

2: Present continues tens in passive   

Definition: when we want to change present continues 

tens into passive voice we act up one the following 

                  Rules we use (is, am, are) as helping verb. 
 

 passive voice 

 Positive formula: Subject + is, am, are + being + 

3
rd

-verb + by + object. 
 

Active:   I am cooking food.                                    

Passive:  food is being cooked by me. 

 

Negative formula: Subject + is, am, are + not + 

being + 3
rd

-verb + by + object. 
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Active: she is not cooking food.                           

Passive: food is not being cooked by her. 

 

Interrogative formula: is, am, are + subject + being  

+ 3
rd

-verb + by + object? 

Active: Is he cooking food?                                  

Passive: Is food being cooked by him? 

 

Formal.neg.int.farmula: is, am, are + subject + not 

+ being +3
rd

-verb + by + object? 

 Active: isn‟t she cooking food?                         

  Passive: is food not being cooked by her?  
         

Informal.neg.int.farmula: is, am, are + not +subject 

+being + 3
rd

-verb + by + object? 

 

Active: are not they cooking food?                       

Passive: is not food being cooked by them? 
 
 

3: present perfect tens in passive voice 
  

Definition: when we want to change present perfect 

tense into passive voice we act upon the following 

     Rules we use (has, have) being as helping verb. 
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 passive voice 

 
 

Positive formula: subject + has, have  + been + 3
rd

-verb 

+ by + object. 

Active:   she has played football.                         

 Passive: football has been played by her. 

 

Negative formula: subject + has, have + not + been + 

3
rd

-verb + by + object. 

Active:     they have not cooked food.                   

 Passive:  food has not been cooked by them. 
 

Interrogative formula: has, have + subject + been + 3
rd

-

verb + by + object? 

Active: has he cooked the food?                        

 Passive: has food been cooked by him? 
 

Formal.neg.int.farmula: has, have + subject + 

not + been + 3
rd

-verb + by + object?  
 

Active:   has she not cooked food?                        

Passive: has food not been cooked by her? 

Informal.neg.int.farmula: has, have + not + 

subject + been + 3
rd

-verb+ object?  

Active: have not they played football?                

Passive: has not football been played by them? 
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4: Simple past tense in the passive  

Definition: when we want to change simple past tens 

in to passive voice we act upon the following 

                  Rules we use (was, were) as a helping verb. 

 فزهولونو  passive voice سهانې لپاره دساده تيزي د
 

Positive formula: subject + was, were + 3
rd

-verb 

+ by + object.   

Active:   Ryaz cooked food.                                 

Passive: food was cooked by Ryaz. 
 

Negative formula: subject + was, were + not + 

3
rd

-verb + by + object. 
 

Active: She did not play game.                       

Passive: Game was not played by her. 

 

Interrogative formula: was, were + subject + 3
rd

-

verb + by + object? 

Active:   Did he play the game?                        

Passive:  Was the game played by her? 
 

Formal.neg.int.farmula: was, were + subject + not + 

3
rd

-verb + by + object? 
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Active: Didn‟t he play game?                        

Passive: was game not played by him? 
 

Informal.neg.int.farmula: wasn’t, weren’ + subject + 

3
rd

-verb + by + object? 

Active:   Didn‟t she play  game?                         

Passive:  wasn‟t game played by her? 

 

  5: past continues tens in passive  
 

Definition: when we want to change past continues tens in 

to passive voice we act upon the following 

                  Rules we use (was, were) being as a helping 

verb. 

 passive voice 

 

Positive formula: subject + was, were + being + 3
rd

-verb + 

by + object. 

Active: she was teaching the students.                                     

Passive: students were being taught by her. 

Negative formula: subject + was, were + not + being + 3
rd

-

verb + by + object. 

Active: she was not teaching the students.                                  

Passive: students were not being taught by her. 
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Interrogative formula: was, were + subject + being + 3
rd

-

verb + by + object? 

Active: was she teaching the students?                                       

Passive: were the students being taught by her? 

Formal.neg.int.farmula: was, were + subject + not + 

being + 3
rd

-verb + by + object? 

Active: was she not teaching the students?                                     

Passive: were the students not being taught by her? 
 

Informal.neg.int.farmula: wasn‟t, weren‟t + subject 

+being + 3
rd

-verb + by + object? 

Active: wasn‟t she teaching the students?                                       

Passive: weren‟t the students being taught by her 

 
 

6: past perfect tens in passive  
Definition: when we want to change past perfect tens in to 

passive voice. We act upon the following 

                  Rules. We use (had been) as helping verb. 

 passive voice 

 

Positive formula: subject + had-been + 3
rd

-verb + by + 

object. 

Active: she had cooked food.                                                          

Passive: food had been cooked by her. 
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Negative formula: subject + had + not + been + 3
rd

-verb+ 

by + object. 

Active: He had not cooked food.                                                   

Passive: Food had not been cooked by him. 

 

Interrogative formula: had + subject + been  + 3
rd

-verd + 

by + object? 

Active: had they cooked food?                                                        

Passive: had food been cooked by them? 

Formal.neg.int.farmula: had + subject + not + been + 3
rd

-

verb + by + object? 

 Active: had he not cooked food?                                                    

Passive: had food not been cooked by him? 

 

Informal.neg.int.farmula: hadn‟t + subject + been + 3
rd

-

verb+ by + object? 

Active: hadn‟t she cooked food?                                                    

Passive: hadn‟t food been cooked by her?  

 

7: Simple future tens    passive  

Definition: when we want to change simple future tens in 

to passive voice we act upon the following  

                    Rules we use (will be) as helping verb. 
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 passive voice 

 

Positive formula: subject + will-be + 3
rd

-verb + by + 

object. 

Active: they will play football.                                                        

Passive: football will be played by them. 

 

Negative formula: subject + will + not + be + 3
rd

-verb + 

by + object. 

Active:   They will not play football.                                                  

Passive:  Football will not be played by them. 

 

Interrogative formula:  will + subject + be + 3
rd

-verb + by 

+ object. 

Active: will they play football?                                                      

Passive: will football be played by them? 

Formal.neg.int.farmula: will + subject + not + be +3
rd

-

verb + by + object? 

Active: will they not play football?                                                 

Passive: will football not be played by them? 

Informal.neg.int.farmula: won‟t + subject + be + 3
rd

-verb 

+ by + object? 

Active: won‟t they play football?                                                   

Passive: won‟t football be played by them? 
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8: Future continues tens passive 
Definition: when we want to change future continues tens 

in to passive voice we act upon the following 

                   Rules we use (will-be) being as helping verb. 
 

 passive voice 

 

Positive formula: subject + will be + being + 3
rd

-verb + by 

+ object. 

 Active: She will be teaching the student.                                       

Passive: the student will be being taught by her. 

 

Negative formula: subject + will be + not + being + 3d-

verb + by + object. 

Active: she will be not teaching the student.                                 

Passive: the student will not be being taught by her. 

 

Interrogative formula: will + subject + be + being + 3
rd

-

verb + by + object? 

Active: will she be teaching the student?                                    

Passive: will the student be being taught by her? 

Formal.neg.int.farmula: will + subject + not + be + being 

+ 3
rd

-verb + by + object? 

Active: will she not be teaching the student?                                 

Passive: will the student not be being taught by her? 
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Informal.neg.int.farmula: won‟t + subject + be + being + 

3
rd

-verb + by + object? 

Active: won‟t she be teaching the student?                                

Passive: won‟t the student be being teached by her? 

 

9: future perfect tens   passive 

Definition: when we want to change future perfect tens in 

to passive voice we act upon the following  

                    Rules we use (will have been) as helping verb. 

 passive voice 

 

Positive formula: subject + will + have + been + 3
rd

-verb  

+by + object. 

Active: she will have completed the work.                                 

Passive: the work will have been completed by her. 

 

Negative formula: subject + will + not + have + been + 

3
rd

-verb + by + object. 

Active: she will not have completed the work.                             

Passive: the work will not have been completed by her. 

 
 

Interrogative formula: will +subject + have + been + 3
rd

-

verb + by + object? 

Active: will she have completed the work?                                     

Passive: will the work have been completed by her? 
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Formal.neg.int.farmula: will + subject + not + have + 

been + 3
rd

-verb + by + object? 

Active: will she have not completed the work?                              

Passive: will the work not have been completed by her? 

 

Informal.neg.int.farmula: won‟t + subject + have + been 

+ 3rd-verb+ by + object? 

Active: won‟t she have completed the work?                                 

Passive: won‟t the work have been completed by her? 

 

Passive voice   

  

Active:   close the door  

Passive:  let the door be closed  
 

Active:  do not teach look her.  

Passive: let her not be looked.    

 

active passive

 Tenses  Active Passive 

Simple 

Present 

Once a week, 

Tom cleans the 

house.  

Once a week, the 

house is cleaned 

by Tom. 
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Present 

Continuous 

Right now, Adil is writing 

the letter. 

Right now, the letter is 

being written by Adil. 

Simple Past Wali repaired the 

car.  

The car was 

repaired by Wali. 

Past 

Continuous 

The salesman 

was helping the 

customer when 

the thief came 

into the store. 

The customer 

was being 

helped by the 

salesman when 

the thief came into 

the store. 

Present 

Perfect 

Many tourists 

have visited that 

castle. 

That castle has 

been visited by 

many tourists. 

Present 

Perfect 

Continuous 

Recently, John 

has been doing 

the work. 

Recently, the work 

has been being 

done by John. 

Past Perfect 

tense  

George had 

repaired many 

cars before he 

received his 

mechanic's 

license. 

Many cars had 

been repaired by 

George before he 

received his 

mechanic's 

license. 
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Past Perfect 

Continuous 

Chef Jones had 

been preparing 

the restaurant's 

fantastic dinners 

for two years 

before he moved 

to Paris. 

The restaurant's 

fantastic dinners 

had been being 

prepared by Chef 

Jones for two 

years before he 

moved to Paris.  

Simple 

Future 

WILL 

Someone will 

finish the work 

by 5:00 PM. 

The work will be 

finished by 5:00 

PM. 

Simple 

Future 
BE GOING TO  

Hidayat is going 

to make a 

beautiful dinner 

tonight. 

A beautiful dinner 

is going to be 

made by Hidayat 

tonight. 

Future 

Continuous 

WILL 

At 8:00 PM 

tonight, John will 

be washing the 

dishes. 

At 8:00 PM 

tonight, the dishes 

will be being 

washed by John.  

Future 

Continuous 
BE GOING TO  

At 8:00 PM tonight, 

John is going to 

be washing the 

dishes. 

At 8:00 PM 

tonight, the dishes 

are going to be 

being washed by 

John. 
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Future 

Perfect 
WILL 

They will have 

completed the 

project before the 

deadline. 

The project will 

have been 

completed before 

the deadline. 

Future 

Perfect 
BE GOING TO  

They are going 

to have 

completed the 

project before the 

deadline.  

The project is 

going to have 

been completed 

before the 

deadline. 

Future 

Perfect 

Continuous 
WILL 

The famous artist 

will have been 

painting the mural 

for over six months 

by the time it is 

finished. 

The mural will have 

been being painted 

by the famous artist 

for over six months 

by the time it is 

finished. 

Future 

Perfect 

Continuous 
BE GOING TO  

The famous artist 

is going to have 

been painting 

the mural for over 

six months by the 

time it is finished. 

The mural is 

going to have 

been being 

painted by the 

famous artist for 

over six months 

by the time it is 

finished. 
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Used to  Fazal used to 

pay the bills. 

The bills used to 

be paid by Fazal. 

Would 

Always 

My mother would 

always make the 

pies. 

The pies would 

always be made 

by my mother. 

Future in 

the Past 
WOULD  

I knew John 

would finish the 

work by 5:00 PM.  

I knew the work 

would be 

finished by 5:00 

PM.  

Future in 

the Past 
WAS GOING TO  

I thought Sally 

was going to 

make a beautiful 

dinner tonight.  

I thought a 

beautiful dinner 

was going to be 

made by Sally 

tonight. 
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Indirect Speech / Reported Speech 

Indirect speech (sometimes called reported speech), 

doesn't use quotation marks to enclose what the 

person said and it doesn't have to be word for word. 

When reporting speech the tense usually changes. 

This is because when we use reported speech, we 

are usually talking about a time in the past (because 

obviously the person who spoke originally spoke in 

the past). The verbs therefore usually have to be in 

the past too.  

For example:  

Direct speech Indirect speech  

"I'm going to the 

cinema", he said.  

He said he was going to 

the cinema.  

 

 direct indirect ۲۱

As a rule when you report something someone has 

said you go back a tense: (the tense on the left 

changes to the tense on the right):  
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Direct speech    Indirect speech  

Present simple  

She said, "It's cold." 

 

Past simple  

She said it was cold.  
 

 

Present continuous  

She said, "I'm teaching 

English online." 
  

 

Past continuous  

She said she was teaching 

English online. 
  

Present perfect  

She said, "I've been on 

the web since 1999." 

 

Past perfect simple  

She said she had been on the 

web since 1999.  

Present perfect 

continuous  

She said, "I've been 

teaching English for 

seven years." 

 

 

Past perfect 

continuous  

She said she had been 

teaching English for seven 

years. 

  

Past simple  

Asmat said, "I taught 

online yesterday." 

 
 

 

Past perfect  

Asmat said he had taught 

online yesterday.  

Past continuous  

She said, "I was teaching 

earlier."  

 

Past perfect continuous  

She said she had been 

teaching earlier.  
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Past perfect  

She said, "The lesson 

had already started when 

he arrived." 

 

 

Past perfect  

NO CHANGE - She said the 

lesson had already started 

when he arrived. 

 

Past perfect continuous 

She said, "I'd already 

been teaching for five 

minutes." 

 

Past perfect continuous  

NO CHANGE - She said she'd 

already been teaching for five 

minutes. 

 

Simple future tens. 

 
Ex direct :         He said” I will bring the chair” 

Ex indirect:       He says that he would bring the chair. 

  

Ex direct :         She said” I will go to home” 

Ex indirect:      She said that she should go to home. 

 

 Future continues tens 

Ex direct:      She said” I will be performing my work” 

Ex indirect:   She said that she would be performing her 

work. 

 

Ex direct:     They says” we will be arresting the criminals” 

  Ex indirect:  They say that they would be arresting the 

criminals 
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. 

Future perfect tense. 
  Ex direct:       She says” I will have gone to Kabul” 

  Ex indirect    She says that she will has gone to Kabul. 

 

Ex direct:   you will says” we will have defeated them” 

Ex indirect   You will say that you will have defeated them 

 

Modal verb forms also sometimes change:  

 

Direct speech    Indirect speech  

Will 
  

She said, "I'll teach 

English online tomorrow." 

 

would  
 

She said she would 

teach English online 

tomorrow.  

can  

She said, "I can teach English 

online."  

 

could  

She said she could teach 

English online.  

must  

She said, "I must have a 

computer to teach English 

online." 

 

had to  

She said she had to have a 

computer to teach English 

online.  

shall   should  
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She said, "What shall we 

learn today?"  

She asked what we 

should learn today.  

may  

She said, "May I open a 

new browser?" 

 

might  

She asked if she might 

open a new browser. 

!Note - There is no change to; could, would, should, 

might and ought to. 

 

Time change 

If the reported sentence contains an expression of 

time, you must change it to fit in with the time of 

reporting.  

For example we need to change words like here and 

yesterday if they have different meanings at the time and 

place of reporting. 

 

Today  

  

+ 24 hours - Indirect 

speech 

  

"Today's lesson is on 

presentations." 

She said yesterday's lesson 

was on presentations. 
 

Expressions of time if reported on a different day 
direct indirect 

this (evening)  ›  that (evening)  
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Today ›  yesterday ...  

these (days)  ›  those days)  

now  ›  then  

(a week) ago  ›  (a week) before  

last weekend  › 
  the weekend before last / the      

previous weekend  

here  ›  there  

next (week)  ›  the following (week)  

tomorrow  ›  the next/following day  

In addition if you report something that someone 

said in a different place to where you heard it you 

must change the place (here) to the place (there). 

For example:-  

At work At home 

"How long have you 

worked here?"  

She asked me how long 

I'd worked there. 

Pronoun change دضميرونو تغير 

In reported speech, the pronoun often changes. 

For example:  

Me You  

"I teach English online."  
      She said she teaches   

English online. 
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1: Imparetive sentences. آهزيو جولي  

Note: 

1: Said change in to order or urged. 

2: There is no need of invited comma and it remove 

and after pronoun noun or object  

     We use to as a preposition. 

Example: He said” bring me a glass of water” 

                 He order that to bring me a glass of water. 

 

Remarkable   

1: We remove the invited comma and we bring (if) or 

(whether ). 

2: We do not write question mark just we use full stop. 

3: The interrogative sentence change in to simple 

sentence. 

4: (Said) is change in to ask. 

5: When there is w-h words we do not use if and 

whether . 

 

2: Interrogative sentences. سواليو جولي 

 

Direct : He said” Is  he walking  to park” 

Indirect :  He asked if he was walking  to park. 
 

Direct : They said” were we studding Pashto ” 
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 Indirect    They asked if we were studding Pashto. 

 

3: Exclamatory sentences. 

  Direct :           She said” hurrah we won the match”  

  Indirect          She acclimated with happiness that she had 

won the match.    

  Direct        They said” alas he died 

 Indirect    They acclimated with sorrow that he had died 
 

 

 

Definition: A group of word which has got subject 

and predicate sometimes it gives clear and  

Completed meaning and sometimes it doesn‟t. 

Example: She is going to America.  

 Note: There are two kinds of clauses. 

1: Independent clause. 

2: Dependent    clause. 

 

1: Independent clause, 

Definition: A clause which has got subject and predicate 

and it is always stand for 

                   It‟s full meaning. 

Note: There are 4 kinds of independent clause. 

1: Declarative / Asserative clause. 

2: Interrogative clause. 
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3: Imperative clause. 

4: Exclamatory clause. 

 

1: Declarative clause. 

Definition: Those independent clauses which makes an 

affirmative, negative, or an emphatic statement 

                    Are called declarative clauses. 

Example: He is writing a story. 

Example: He is not writing a story. 

 

2: Interrogative clause. 

Definition: Those independent clauses which ask question 

and with question mark are called  

                    Interrogative clauses. 

Example: What is your favorite food? 

Example: Why they came here on party? 

 

3: Imperative clauses. 

Definition: Those independent clauses, which contains 

command, request, suggestions, or an advice 

Are called imperative clauses. 

Example: Please bring me a glass of water. 

Example: Close the door. 

Example: would you want to go with me. 

 

4: Exclamatory clauses. 

Definition: Those independent clauses which shows the 

sudden, strong felling of happiness, sorrow 
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 Or wonder and with end exclamation mark are called 

exclamatory clauses. 

Example: Alas his father died! 

Example: Oh she is coming! 

 

2: Dependent clauses, 

Definition: A clause, which has got subject and predicate 

but doesn‟t give clear and complete meaning 

                   It‟s always need the help of another clause to 

give clear and complete meaning. 

Example: If he works hard, he will be an engineer. 

 

Note: There are 9 kinds of dependent 

clauses: 
 

1: Adjective / Relative clauses. 

2: Adverb clauses. 

3: Noun clauses. 

4: Finite clauses. 

5: Infinite clauses. 

6: Participle clauses. 

7: Verb less clauses. 

8: Elliptical clauses. 

9: Comments clauses. 

   

1: Adjective clause. 
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Definition: A clause which has got subject an predicate and 

work as an adjective is called adjective clause 

 

Note: Adjective clauses are introduced by the help of 

relative pronouns and relative adverbs. 

Example: He is the teacher, who I saw yesterday. 

 

1:Relative pronouns. 

Definition: It is a pronoun, which join two clauses or 

statements and modify noun or pronoun. 
 

Note: These are the relative pronouns. 

1: That: It is use for living or non-living things. 

Example: It is the pen that I saw. 
 

2: Who: It is use for living things as a subject and object. 
 

Example: She is girl, who killed them. 

3: Which: It is use for things and animals. 
 

Example: This is the fox, which he liked. 
 

2: Relative adverbs. 

Definition: It is an adverb which is used to relate two 

clauses or statements and work as an adverb. 

Note: These are the relative adverbs 

1: When: It is used for time. 

Example: We ate the food, when they came. 
 

2:Where: It is used for place. 

Example: This is the school, where we studded. 
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3: Why: It is used for reason. 
 

Note: There are 4 kinds of adjective clause. 
1: Defining / restrictive adjective clause. 

2: Non-defining / non-restrictive adjective clause. 

3: Contact adjective clause. 

4: Connective adjective clause. 

 

1: Defining / restrictive adjective clause. 

Definition: A clause, which is necessary to modify the 

noun or pronoun of an independent clause 

  With out it cannot give clear and complete meaning. 

Example: He is the man that I teach. 

                  He is a man that I teach. 

 

2: Non-defining / non-restrictive adjective clause. 

Definition: A clause, which gives extra information about 

the noun or pronoun of an independent 

  Clause it is not necessary with out the meaning will be 

clear.   

Note: The comma comes between dependent and non-

defining clause. 

Note: Non-defining clause comes between the subject and 

main verb of an independent clause. 

Example: He is an engineer. 

                 He, who is tall, is an engineer. 
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Differences between defining and non-defining 

adjective clause. 

1: Difference: 

Defining adjective clause is necessary to modify the noun 

or pronoun of an independent clause 

With out it the meaning will not be clear. 

Non-defining adjective clause gives extra information 

about the noun or pronoun of an independent 

Clause it‟s not necessary to be sued without it the meaning 

will be clear. 

 

2: Difference: 

Non-defining adjective clause is separates an independent 

clause by a (comma) and it comes between 

The subject and main verb of an independent clause. 

 

Question: Why does non defining adjective clause split an 

independent clause by a comma and why does 

No defining adjective clause not comes after the 

independent clause. 

 

 Answer:  Adjective clause is usually used near the noun or 

pronoun which is modify as a non defining 

                 Clause. No defining clause works as an adjective 

that‟s why it put near the noun  

                  Or pronoun of an independent clause. 

Example: He, who is good, is our grammar teacher. 
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3: Contact adjective clause. 

Definition: Defining adjective clause changed into contact 

clause by the removal of relative pronouns 

  And relative adverbs. 

Note: Whenever relative pronouns works as an abject it can 

be omitted. Only and only relative adjective 

Pronouns are omitted not subjective relative pronouns. 

Note: Comma is not necessary between independent clause 

and contact clause.  

 

Example: He is the person, who we arrested yesterday. 

                He is the person, we arrested yesterday. 

Example: He is the boy who I helped. 

                He is the boy I helped. 

 

4: Connective adjective clause. 

Definition: Connective adjective clause doesn‟t modify the 

noun or pronoun of an independent clause 

                   It just keep the story continues. 

Note: Comma comes between independent clause and 

connective clause. 

Example: I gave him a book, who gave it to you. 

Example: She bought a pen for him, who returned it to 

you. 

 

Differences between defining adjective clause 

and connective clause 
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1: Difference. 

In defining adjective clause before the comma noun of an 

independent clause we use indefinite articles. 

 

 

2: Difference. 

Defining adjective clause makes clear and understandable 

the meaning of independent clause and 

Connective clause keeps the story continues. 

3: Difference. 

Comma doesn‟t come between defining adjective clause 

and independent clause. But comma comes between 

independent clause and connective clause 

 4: Difference. 

Defining adjective clause usually comes after the definite 

articles. The noun as connective clause 

Comes at the end of independent clause. 

5: Difference. 

Defining adjective clause comes after the noun of 

independent clause and connective clause comes 

After the objective pronoun or object of independent clause 

and it discuss about the same object 
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2: Adverb clause. 

Definition: A group of word, which has got subject and 

predicate and works as an adverb is called 

                  

  Adverb clause. 
Example: If you go there, I will come there. 

Note: There are (9) kinds of adverb clause. 

1: Adverb clause of purpose.  

2: Adverb clause of condition. 

3: Adverb clause of comparison.  

4: Adverb clause of place. 

5: Adverb clause of manner. 

6: Adverb clause of result. 

7: Adverb clause of contrast.  

8: Adverb clause of reason. 

9: Adverb clause of time. 

 

1: Adverb clause of purpose. 

Definition: It is used to show the aim of doing or not doing 

some thing. Adverb clause of purpose is  

    Introduced by the following expressions. 

1: So that, 2: in order that, 3: Least, 4: for fear that. 

Note: So that and in order that are followed by “May” or 

“can” but May is more common. 
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Note: When the sentence which is used before so that and 

in order that is in the present “May” 

  Comes after so that and inoreder that. But when it is in the 

past so “Might” comes after 

So that and in order that. 

           

Note: The independent clause which comes before “so 

that” and “in order that” can be in the present 

  Indefinite tens, present continues, present prefect, and 

future indefinite tens. 

Example: He works hard, so that he may pass in exam. 

 

1: Simple present tense. 

Example: He plays well, so that he may win the match. 

Example: He played well, in order that he might win the 

match. 

 

2: Present continues tense. 

Example: She is playing well, so that she may win the 

match. 

Example: She was playing well, in order that she might 

win the match. 

3: Present perfect tens. 

Example: She has cook nice, so that she may eat that. 

Example: She had cooked nice, in order that she might ate 

that. 
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4: Simple future tense. 

Example: He will play well, in order that she may win the 

match. 
 

Note: In place of “May” should, can, will, comes and in 

place of “Might” would, could, comes but may and  

          Might are more common. 

Example: He speaks fast, so that he may, can, will learn 

English. 

Example: She plays well, in order that she might, could, 

would win the match. 

LEAST: 

It is used to express fear that the result of this action may 

not happen like this. 

Note: Least is usually followed by “should” Do not put 

“not” after should because least it self-give 

           Negative meaning. 

Example: Help your brother, least he should fail. 

Example: Help your brother, so that he may not fail. 

Note: The same idea can be express by the structure of “for 

fear that” 

Example: Com on time, for fear that you should late. 

Example: Arrest the criminals. For fear that they should 

destroy the country. 
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2: Adverb clause of condition. 

Definition: It shows the situation or condition based on the 

result that will happen and happens. 

Note: Adverb clause of condition is introduced by the 

following sub-ordination conjunction. 

 

1: If      2: Unless     3: Provided that       4: Providing that      5: 

on condition that      6: as long as          7: So long as        

8: supposing that           9: whether---or. 

 

Examples: 

1: He will pass the test if he tries hard. 

2: He will not pass the test unless he studies more. 

3: He will pass the test provided that he respects the 

teacher. 

4: He will pass the test providing that he work hard. 

5: He will pass the test on condition that he study alto. 

6: He will pass the test as long as he comes regularly. 

7: He will pass the test so long as he comes on time. 

8: He will pass the test supposing he writes fast. 

9: He will pass the test whether he works hard or not. 

 

3: Adverb clause of comparison. 

Definition: It is use for comparison of a person thing 

equally or unequally with one other. 

Note: There are two types in comparison clause. 
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1: As clause: 

 Definition: It is use to compare person or thing equally or 

unequally based on their qualities.                                      

Example: Ahmad is as intelligent as mahmmod. 

Example: Ali is not as black as khan. 

 

2: Then clause. 

Definition: It is used to compare person or thing unequally 

with one other. 

Example: Hashmat is careful then Irfan . 

Note: In adverb clause of comparison usually verb is not 

used   but understandable by preceding main clause. 

Example: Abdulllah is nice then his brother is. 

Note: When (then) followed by a clause is conjunction and 

when it is followed by an object pronoun as    

           Preposition. 

Example: Bellal is bigger than Sabghat. 

 

4: Adverb clause of place. 

Definition: Adverb clause of place talks about the position 

location or place of an action. 

Note: adverb clause of place is introduced by following 

subordination conjunction. 

1: Where    2: Where ever      3: everywhere        4: 

anywhere.  

 

Example: I will tell him, where I see  

Example: He will not win the match, wherever he goes. 
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Example: I will find you, wherever you go. 

Note: In adverb clause of place we usually used negative 

interrogative sentences before (anywhere) 

Example: can you find him? Any where he is. 

Example: we will not learn English. Anywhere we go. 

 

5: Adverb clause of reason. 

Definition: Adverb clause of reason is used to show the 

reason of an action. 

Note: it is introduce by sub-ordination conjunction. 

1: Since --- mean because             2: As---- mean because               

3: Now that----- mean because. 

Example: He will progress, as he is intelligent. 

Example: She will win the match, since she player. 

 

6: Adverb clause of time. 

Definition: Adverb clause of time show the time of an 

action. 

Note: It is introduced by sub-ordination conjunctions. 

1: Whenever      2: while       3: since         4: after                       

5: as soon as             6: before 

 

Note: Adverb clause of time is used at the beginning of a 

sentence but it can come before independent clause. 

 

Note: there are some basic rules of adverb clause of time. 

1: Present continues tens indicate the future indefinite tens. 

2: Present continues indicate the present actions. 
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3: Be going to indicate the present indefinite tens. 

4: Future perfect indicate the present perfect tens. 

5: Future perfect continues indicate the present perfect 

continues tens. 

 

6: Future indefinite indicates the present indefinite tens. 

 

EXAMPLES. 

 

1 

 

He will coming 

tomorrow 

When he comes. 

I will meet him. 

I will meet him. 

2 

  

They are talking clauses. 

While they talk clauses. 

I will wait 

I will wait  

3     

 

Ahmad is going to take 

break fast. 

After ahmad takes break 

fast. 

He is going to school. 

He is going to school. 

4 They will have make the 

chair. 

When they will have 

make the chair. 

They will work in factory, 

They will work in factory, 

5 

 

He will have been 

studying for 3 years. 

While he has been 

studying for 3 years. 

I will do my low. 

I will do my low. 
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6 

 

She will come at six 6 

o‟clock. 

When she come at six 6 

o‟clock. 

I will meet her. 

I will meet her. 

 

7: Adverb clause of result. 

Definition: In adverb clause of result we talk about the 

result of an action or the quality of some one. 

Note: It is introduced by sub-ordination conjunction.( that) 

1: Formula: subject + verb + so +adjective -------------------

------------ 

Example: I am so intelligent that every one likes me. 

2: Formula: Subject + verb + so + adverb --------------------

---------- 

Example: He walks so fast that no one can walk with him. 

3: Formula: Subject + verb + a, an + noun -------------------

----- 

Example: She is such an intelligent girl that every one love 

her. 

4: Formula: Subject + verb + such + that ---------------------

------ 

Example: Afghanistan low is such that every one 

understands. 

 

8: Adverb clause of contrast 

Definition: Adverb clause of contrast expresses contrast 

idea or contrast qualities of a person or thing. 
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Note: it is introduce by (even if, as though, al though, even 

though, whether or not) 

1: Though he rich, he is not kind. 

2: Although she is beautiful, she doesn‟t have manner. 

3: Even if he gives money, I will not teach him. 

4: As though he is businessman, he doesn‟t help the poor. 

5: Even though she is intelligent, she will not help us. 

 

9: Adverb clause of manner. 

Definition: Adverb clause of manner shows the method of 

doing some thing or it also shows the 

                   Behaviors of some one. 

Note: It is introduce by sub-ordination conjunction 

      1: As                 2: As if               3: As though       

Examples: Teach her as he was teaching her. 

Note: As though and as if are used for unreal situation they 

are always followed by (had, had been, were) 

Example: He speaks as if he were the prime minister of 

Pakistan. 

Example: she behaves as though she had much money. 

Example: He cooked as if he had been an American cook. 

3: Noun clause. 

Definition: A group of word, which has got subject and 

predicate and does the work of noun, is called noun clause. 

       Note: there are three Kinds of noun clause. 

           1: That clause. 

           2: W.h clause.               
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           3: Yes, no interrogative clause.  

 

1: That clause. 

Definition: When adverb clause of noun is introduced by 

that is called that clause. 

 Note: There are 4 functions in that clause. 

1: That clause as a subject. 

Example: That Ahmad has died, is false. 

Example: That American will attack on Iraq, is true. 

 

2: That clause as an object. 

Example: I think that he is a good person. 

Example: I think that I will get the first position. 

 

3: That clause as a complement of “be” form of verb. 

Example: My wish is that I become a doctor. 

Example: Money is that he needs much. 

4: That clause as an object of infinitive. 

 

Example: I am sorry to say that you are fail. 

Example: I am happy to say that you got first position. 

2: W. H clause. 

Definition: When noun clause is introduced by w h words 

is called w.h clause. 

Note: There are 4 functions of WH clause. 

1: w h clause as a subject. 

Example: What I need is  computer. 

Example: where I live is Achin. 
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2: w h clause as an object. 

Example: computer is what I need. 

Example: Achin is where we live. 

 

 

3: w h clause as a complement of “be” form of verb. 

Example; Life is what we make it. 

Example: He was what I thought  

4: w h clause as an object of infinitive. 

 

3: Yes, no interrogative clause. 

Definition: When yes, no interrogative clause is 

introduced by whether or if is called yes no 

interrogative    

                       Clause. 

Example: I don‟t know whether she will come. 

Example: I didn‟t know if she would come. 

 

4: Participle clause. 

Definition: A clause which “ing” participle and past 

participle is the main word is called participle clause. 

 

Note: There are two types in participle clause. 

1: Relative participle clause. 

2: Adverbial participle clause. 
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1: Relative participle clause. 

Definition: It gives more information about noun and it is 

introduced by relatives pronouns “ who, which” 

Note: It is separated by a comma like “ non-

defining adjective clause” 

Example: The child, who is sleeping, is his son. 

Example: The book, which is blue, is mine. 

2: Adverbial participle clause. 

Definition: Adverbial participle clauses are like the clauses 

of place or reason. 

Example: Being a teacher, you should not do like this. 

Example: Before eating, she died. 

Example: While I was coming, I was robbed. 

 

5: Verb less clause. 

Definition: A clause in which some time verb is 

omitted and even some time subject is also 

omitted is called  

                   Verb less clause. 
Example: Though she is poor, she is generous. 

                  Though poor, she is generous. 

Example: While he was with us at office, he was active. 

                  While with us at office, he was active. 
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6: Comments clause. 

Definition: It is a small clause, which adds a 

comment to main clause. It means a speaker 

express his own  

  Opinions or felling in short expressions. It is introduced 

by a small expressions like. 

1: You know         2: I am afraid             3: It‟s clear                     

4: I see             5: I suppose             6: I think 

Example: You know, he is helping me. 

Example: I am afraid, she may not die. 

Example: I see, he is president. 

Example: I think, they will come 

Example: It is clear, that I am first position. 

 

Question: What is difference between comments clause 

and noun clause. 

Answer: “comma” spits comments clause and independent 

clause if we remove “comma” of comments 

                  Clause and independent clause, so independent 

clause changed in to noun clause. 

Example: You know, he is a good boy. 
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7: Elliptical clause. 

Definition: Those words which are necessary 

for grammatical completeness but not for 

meaning if such 

                   Kinds of words are not used in clause, that‟s 

called elliptical clause. 

Note: Elliptical words has been taken from the word of 

“ellipsis” which mean “omission” 

Example: I cannot believe, that she is alive. 

Example: She is angry. As he is 

Example: He can‟t speak fast, then I am 

 

8: Finite clause. 

Definition; A clause whose verb element in finite verb 

phrase is called finite clause. 

Example: When she cooks food, she will eat. 

Example: If a cut the three, it will fall down. 

 

Finite verb. 

Definition: 1
st
 verb with „s‟ and „es‟ 2

nd
 verb. 1

st
 verb and 

2
nd

 verb of helping verbs and model auxiliary 

                    Verbs are called finite verb. 

  

Finite verb phrase. 

Definition: A group of word, which doesn‟t have subject 

and verb and doesn‟t give complete since. 
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Example: Near the sea, on the table under the three.  

 

9: Infinite clause. 

Definition: A clause whose verb element in 

infinite verb phrase is called infinite clause. 

Example: Sleeping too much, is not good. 

Example: To learn English, is hard. 

 

 

Infinite verb. 
Definition: “ing” form of verb 3

rd
 verb and full infinitive 

and bare infinitive are called infinite verb. 

Example: She teaches well. 

Example: He has thought us. 

Example: She tried to tell me the truth. 

  

Infinite verb phrase. 

Definition: A verb phrase in which the 1
st
 verb or only 

word is infinite verb is called infinite verb phrase. 

 Example: To kill the president on road. 

 

Definition: some words which used in order and has 

mean is called sentence.  
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Or the collection of the words is called sentence  

 A group of word, which has got subject and predicate and 

has got complete meaning 

    Is called sentences. 

 

(KINDS OF SENTENCES)       

1: Declarative Sentences, 

2: Interrogative Sentences, 

3: Positive Sentences, 

4: Imperative Sentences, 

5: Exclamatory Sentences, 

 

1:Declarative sentences 

Definition: A sentence, which has got subject and predicate 

with end full stop, is called declarative                                     
           Sentences 

Note: There are four (4) kinds of declarative sentences 

1: Positive 

2: Negative  

3: Emphatic 

4: Clift 

 

1: Positive sentences: 

Definition: A sentence which has got subject and predicate 

and gives us complete meaning with 

                       End full stop is called positive sentences 
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Example: She went to Kabul.                                     

Example: They play football. 

 

2: Negative sentences: 

Definition: A sentence which has got subject and predicate 

and gives us complete negative meaning 

                    With end full stop is called negative sentences. 

Example: He is not a teacher.                                           

Example: We were not playing football. 

 

3: Emphatic sentences:  

 Definition: A sentence which contains stress or emphasize 

is called emphatic sentences. 

Note: Emphatic sentence is used in different places for 

different meaning. 

 

1: Emphatic for must, 

Example: Do come tomorrow.             

Example: Do play well. 
 

2: Emphatic for Insist, 

Example: I do beat him.                     

Example: She does kill them. 
 

3: Emphatic for to counter some one in your attention, 

Example: Murtaza doesn‟t want to come Afghanistan. 

                 No it is wrong! He does want to come 

Afghanistan. 
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4: Emphatic for other tenses, 

Note: When we use the tenses as an emphatic sentences we 

stress or emphasize the M. A. V.                       

          And H.V verb. 

Example: I will do it                        

Example: He will be playing in front of your house. 
 

4: Cleft sentences:  

Definition: In cleft sentence we stress or emphasize on a 

clause, basically it has got (2) clauses some time 

                  We stress or emphasize subject, object or any 

other particular part of a sentence. And some time                      

        The voice goes up and some time the voice 

come down. When we stress on a clause subject,  

                   Object or any third thing. The voice goes up 

and the second clause come down. 

Example: It was Engineer Sadam Hussain , who managed 

the Badloon private school. 

 

2: Imperative sentences, 

Definition: A sentences which contains order, suggestion, 

command, offer, warn, request, and advice 

                   Is called imperative sentences. 

Note1: Imperative sentences start from 1
st
-verb.  

2:(You) Is the subject of sentence but we do not use it the 

meaning is understood. 
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3:(You) we can use any other proper or common nouns and 

it can at the beginning of the sentence  

    Or at the end of the sentences. 

4: we can use (You) at the beginning or the end but the 

meaning will be impolite. 

5: when we use (You) there must be comma after you. 

6: Imperative sentences can be use just in affirmative, 

positive, and negative sense. 

7: In imperative sentences for request we can use (Please) 

          

  1: Command   / Order, 

Example: Arrest the criminals.                                                 

Example: Turn of the light. 

  2: Request, 

Example: Please set down.                                                       

Example: Please bring a cup of tea. 

 

Note: when we use two please at the beginning of a 

sentence after 1
st
 pleas comma is necessary. 

Example: Pleas. Pleas teach us.                                                    

Example: Pleas. Pleas paint the wall. 

  3: Advice,       

Example: Teacher to students do not waste  the time. 

Example: Parents to children do not smoke the cigarette. 

  4: Invitation,  

Example: Come and set with us.                                 

Example: come and participate in our party. 
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  5: Instruction or proposal,   

Example: Get early in the morning and do exercise.  

Example: Doctor to patient takes twice tablet in a day. 

  6: Suggestion, 

Example: Let‟s go to bazar; don‟t let‟s go to bazaar. 

Example: Let‟s play match with them, don‟t let‟s play 

match with them. 

 

3: Optative Sentences, 

Definition:  A Sentence, which contains desire, wishes, or 

pray is called optative sentences. 

  1: Pray, 

Formula: May + subject + 1
st
-verb + object. 

Example: May god pass you in exam?                               

Example: May god gives you a long life? 

  2: Wish or Desire, 

     We use would that or oh that. 

Example: Would that I were the president of Afghanistan. 

  

                 For present or past. 

Example: Oh that I had one million Afghani. 

Example: would that she had a big market. 

 

4: Exclamatory sentences, 

Definition: A sentence, which contains the sudden, strong 

felling of happiness, sorrow, surprise 

                   So it is called exclamatory sentences. 
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Note: Exclamatory sentences are introduced in to 2 parts. 

1: Interjection. 

2: W.H words. 

 

1: Interjection: 

Definition: A word, which contains sudden, strong felling 

of happiness sorrow and surprise so 

                   It is called interjection. 

1:Ah: It is use to express surprise or happiness. 

Example: Ah god there he is. 

2:Aha: It is use to express the surprise. 

Example: Aha there will be the place, where they hide. 

3:Ha: It is use to express the sudden.  

Example: Ha she broke the chair. 

4:Haha: It is use to express the happiness. 

Example: Haha we won the match. 

5:Ho: It is use to express the surprise. 

Example: Ho she did it. 

6: Oh: It is use to express the surprise. 

Example: Oh what a shot! 

 

5: Interrogative sentences, 

Definition: A sentence, which we ask a question and with 

question mark is called interrogative sentences 

 

Kinds of interrogative sentences, 

1: Yes, No questions. 

2: Tag questions. 
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3: W.H questions. 

4: Included questions. 

5: Declarative questions. 

6: Sort questions. 

7: Echo questions. 

8: Attention questions. 

9: Negative Yes, No questions 

10: Indirect questions. 
 

Now return to the above items discussing  

1: Yes, No question: 

Definition: Yes, no questions are ask with the help of 

helping verb and model auxiliary verbs of the 

                    Sentence and the answer of yes, no questions 

are usually give short answer. 

With the help of helping verb and model auxiliary verbs. 

 

Yes, no question  Answer 

1 

2 

3 

4 

 

Does she go to 

school? 

Do they come here 

every day? 

Does he play football?            

Do we love them? 

Yes, she does        No, she 

does not. 

Yes, they do.         No, they 

do not. 

Yes, he does.         No, he 

does not. 

Yes, we do.           No, we do 

not. 

2: Tag Questions 
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Definition: Tag questions are small questions, which they are asked 

with the help of helping verbs and model 

                   Auxiliary verbs of the sentence and they are asked after a 

simple or negative statement  

                   To confirm the statement. 

Note: After simple statement negative, interrogative, tag question is 

used and after the negative statement  

          Interrogative tag question is used. 

 

Statement Tag 

questions 

Answer 

1 

2 

3 

4 

She is coming to 

kandahar 

He defeated them. 

We will not join the 

party. 

The will not fix the 

car. 

Isn‟t she? 

 

Didn‟t  they. 

Won.t we. 

 

Will they? 

Yes, she is.       No, 

she isn‟t. 

Yes,  did     No, he 

didn‟t  

Yes, we will     No, we 

will not. 

Yes they will    No the 

will not. 

3: W. H questions 

Definition: W.H questions are made of w.h words and w.h 

questions are use to ask about the reason, time 

                   Place, manner of happiness. Something or 

about the person who did it or to whom it happened 

                   Or nature of work or to know about the things. 

Note: These are w.h words. 

1: Whom: It is used for the person. 

Example: Whom did they lose? 

 

2: What: It is used for person, things, action, time. 
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Example: What did she said. 
 

3: Which: It is used for choice. 

Example: Which book do you like? 

4: Why: It is used for reason. 

Example: Why you broke this chair. 
 

5: How: It is used for person. 

Example: How did they climb to the mountain. 
 

6: Where: It is used for place. 

Example: Where do come from?  
 

4: Negative Yes, No questions. 

Definition: When we want to confirm a positive statement 

which both as speaker or listener are already aware 

                   About it. 

5: Echo questions. 

Definition: Echo question we repeat the same statement of 

speaker to confirm the statement or to 

                    Express or surprise on that. 

 
Simple statement  Echo questions Short answer 

 I will go to London. 

Khalid will go to 

USA. 

He won the match. 

  

You will go to America? 

Khalid will go to USA? 

He won the match? 

  

Yes, I will. 

 

Yes, he will. 

 

Yes, he did. 
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6: Indirect questions: 

Definition: Indirect questions are asked indirectly helping 

verb or model auxiliary verbs come after subject 

         And at the end instead of full stop we add question 

mark. 

Direct questions Indirect questions 

1 

2 

3 

 

What is his home 

name? 

Where does he live? 

Who killed them? 

Ask him what his home name is. 

Ask him where he lives. 

Ask him who killed them. 

 

 

 

7: Included questions. 

Definition: In included questions we join or combine two 

questions the second question lose his word 

                  Order and com an affirmative sentences. 

 

Simple questions Included questions 

1 

2 

3 

Do you know, where do they  

live? 

Do you know, what does she 

do? 

Does he know, what time is 

it? 

Do you know, where they 

live? 

Do you know, what she 

does? 

Does he know, what time is 

it? 
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8: Short or Alternative questions: 

Definition: Alternative question are those questions, which 

we ask for the choice or alternative. 

Example:  Would you like to give me your pen? 

Example: would you like to sit with them. 

 

9: Attention or Rhetorical questions: 

Definition: Rhetorical question are not used for the 

information they are used to get or to attract 

                   The of listener to your side or to some things. 

Example: Do you know who he was?  

Example: Do you know who I am? 

 

10: Emphatic questions: 

Definition: In emphatic question we ask to express anger 

or stress etc and with end question mark 

Note: WE use (ever) after w.h words for stress or 

emphasize 

Example: What ever made you late? ?   

           

Example: however you did come here      

          

 

 

Verb plus two verb is called infinitive  

Some common usage of a sentence 
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1: as the subject of  a sentence   

To teach math is difficult. 

To learn every subject is hard. 
   

 2: as the subject of a sentence  

Majid like to study Pashto book. 
 

3: as the complement of be   

Ex: my hobby is to watch cricket 

 

4: As the subject of preposition  
  
 

Ex: we are about to leave    

 

5: As the complement of object  

Ex: 

We saw her study her favorite book  

 

6: As an adverb 

 In this case infinitive is preceded by an adjective in order 

to function as adjective  

Ex: Fazal Rabi is so sad to go  

 

7: As an adjective  

In this case infinitive  is proceded by an adjective in order 

ro function as an adjective 
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Ex: Abdul has enough money to travel. 

 

Types of infinitive 

 1: absolute infinitive 

 2: Bare infinitive 

 3: split infinitive 

 4: Abridged infinitive 

  5 : compound infinitive 

  

1: Full / Absolute Infinitive: (To + verb) 

He likes to be honest. 
 

 2: Bare Infinitive: Infinitive without to is called bare 

infinitive, which can be used after auxiliary verbs and after 

causative verbs.                        

He made his brother study hard. 

3:Split Infinitive: Split infinitive is to put a word 

between to and a verb, the word can be mainly an 

adverb.        

  

To completely understand the lessons the students 

should be present dai``ly. 

 

4:Uncompleted /Abridged: An infinitive phrase is 

not completed following to when the meaning is clearly 

understood to repeat the idea that came immediately 

before.    
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I‟ve never met her, but I‟d like to. 

 

5:Compound infinitive: 

it is also called double infinitive it is a an infinitive that 

comes in the form of compound after one single infinitive 

verb 

Ex: I decided to stay here and to work in the office  

   

Gerund: 
 

It is ( verb+ing) function as a noun is called gerund . 

In English language ( ing) form has two function. 

 

 (A) Gerund as verb: gerund as verb is mostly after the 

forms of (Be) in progress tense 
  

She is going to school  
 

(B) Gerund as a noun: Gerund as a noun is used as a 

subject or as object in a sentence  

Ex: working hard is very good for Mr. Wahid ullah  

I love studding English. 

 

Some usages and cases of Gerund  
 

1: as subject case: 

In this case gerund is used before main verb in order to 

function as the subject of a sentence  
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Learning new words are so important. 

Teaching English is difficult. 

 2: As an object case:  

In this case gerund is used after main verb after main 

verb (Gerund as verb) in order to function as the object 

of a sentence  

Ex: Younis khan is enjoys watching Cricket match 

I love writing Pashto. 
 

3: As a complement of preposition  

In this case gerund is preceded by preposition in 

order to complete the meaning of preposition  

Ex: Shafiq is afraid of going to Jungle.  
 

4: As a complement of be: In this case gerund is 

used to complete the meaning of be 

Ex: His mean is talking to her 

 

5: As complement of possessive:   

In this case gerund is preceded either by possessive 

noun or possessive adjective  

Ex: Majib complained Zahid's coming to the party 
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None is worthy of worship except Allah and Muhammad (PBUH) is the prophet of Allah  

     

Here you are  

Praise be to Allah 

I am sated  

                        I am hungry  

May Allah reward you with better  

Allah is the greatest   

If Allah wills  

Do not be so sweet as to be swallowed and not so bitter as to be spit out 

I am fine by the grace of Allah     

Lacking of courage leads to failing  

Be aware  
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Allah loves pious person         

Prevention is better than cure 

Didn‟t i tell you                                   

Don‟t disturb me  

     Would to god

I will go bail                                        

I dare say   

He durst not go 

Slow but sure

He drew to his end                    

  Keep in mind   

  Be happy                

 God damn him        

That is good for nothing               

Witness is heaven                                 

If you don‟t study you will face a lot‟s of problems  
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I don‟t care  

Would that I had been child .

It is well enough                              

Man of credit                          

What is driving at                          

What a fool he is              

Go along with you                                 

My heart goes out on him           

Who is he to you? 

He is good for nothing       

Happy New Year 

Happy tiding         

Death is better than slavery

Shame on you cheeky

 He is left handed     
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It is none of your business                      

 

Move a side                                             

You are my sweet heart                     

 

Hell on you  

He is my step brother 

Don‟t play hard to win the race 

I don‟t feel at home                                    

Wish that i was there  

I am not of that feather                               

 Back and forth      

It is heaven's will  

Go hence  

If I be  

If i were you i would take advantage from the time 

Bilal  is first position holder 
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If I were you 

If so 

 The interest of it is gone                                    

                       Ladies and gentlemen 

 Keep to the right                                           

              Where does this road lead to?
 

It has bad consequence   

I don‟t know him   

He is a miser person 

 This is a lesson for him 

 Let him do what he pleases  

 Does your mother live?  

 Long life  

Lords creation 

He has no manner 

God save the mark 

  What are you? 
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 I beg your pardon 

It is never late to learn

Peace be upon  you 

  Peace be with you  

  Whatever made you late?                             

                               As you please 

  The prince of the faithful                                 

 It much to be regretted                           

Keep in touch with me         

 Reliance upon God                                           

 God rest his soul                                     

 Shame on you                                                        

Such and such person                                                   

  You did well                                                       

  It well said                                                          

  Well don                                                                     

Trust is like a paper once it crumble it can‟t be perfect         
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 Part 9 : Proverbs   important proverbs

 

Too First come first served 
 

Once bitten twice shy

A friend in need is a friend indeed

 

As you sow so shall you reap

 

Better to be alone than a bad company                                                  

 

People like the people who like themselves    

Man proposes god disposes

 

No rose without thorn

  

Before the truth is revealed ,falsehood will have put whole 

country on fire.

Idleness is the cradle of wretchedness 
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One swallow cannot make spring

 

Out of debt, out of danger

 

Poverty parts friends

 

Prevention is better than cure

 

Seeing is believing

 

 Cut your coat according to your cloth

 

  man is known by a company he keeps

 

Make hay while the sun shines

 

The cloths do not make the man

 

Spend and God will send
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No joy without annoys

 

Opportunity makes the thief 

 

No gains without pains

 

Quick thoughts are slippery thoughts

 

The burnt child dreads the fire

 

No body cries stinking fish

 

 Don‟t count your chickens before the hatch

 

 Deeds are better than words

 

People like the people who like themselves 

 Speaking without thinking is shooting without aiming 

 

 Self-praise is no recommendation

 

Don‟t laugh at people laugh with people  
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Death keeps no calendar

 

 No gains without pains

 

 A wolf may lose its teeth but not it‟s habit

 

Charity begins of home

 

 A tree is known by its fruit

 

A drawing man will catch in at a straw

 

Everything is good at its season

What is the use of crying over spoil milk 

 

 One post to a hundred candidates

 

 Nearer the church farther from God

 

 Slow and steady wins the race
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 All the glitters is not gold

 

Pride has a fall

 

Contentment is blessing 

 

To throw pearls before swine

 

Sleep is the twin brother of death 

 

Forced labor is better than idleness 

 

Even a worm will turn at last

 

To hunt with the hound and run with the hare                 

 

 Eat first and talk afterwards

 

 Blind should not run 
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 Silence gives a consent

 

 Barking dog seldom bits
 

 Many a little makes a ocean 

 

 One flower make no garland

East or the west home is the best 

Near the church farther from god   

Bad news travel fast    

Wishes do not make dishes                          

Well begin is half done     

What is bred in the bone will come out of in flash 

Spare my blushes    

No calamity befalls a bad eggplant                

One slap makes hundred faces red   

Leave the town but not its customs and tradition 
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Human is harder than a stone and softer than a rose 

Late fruit keeps well  

Forget the past , but look out in the future  

A full purse never lack     

He that no question nothing learn  

Honesty is the best policy  

Habit is the second nature  

Every day is not Sunday 

Friend may meet the mountain never greet   

Eat little and do not visit the doctor  

Do not evil, see no evil  

Don‟t cry over spilt milk  

Do unto others as you would have them do unto you        

 

Every cook praises his own broth  

Contentment is a great gain 
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Between two tools , one falls to ground 

Bad war is never cheap      

Nail cannot be separated by the finger tip          

Be slow to promise and quick to perform  

A node to the wise a rod  for the fool

Seeker is the founder                                          

 

 

Part 10      : Words 
 

Abide  

Absorb  

Ache  

Advisor 

Alliance,     unity   
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Amulet  

awing   

Axe  

Bachelor  

Bake  

Bandage  

Barbecue  

Barber  

Beseech  

Beset  

Depend  

Blood  

Boil  

Bone  

Boon  
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Brain  

Bribe  

Cart,    well borrow   

Cave 

Cellar  

Chide  

Chief  

Chin  

Chancellor,   Chief 

chairman  
 

Civilian 

Court  

cradle   

Citizen  

Custom  

Dairy  
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Darling  

Dean  

Decrease  

Denote  

Deny  

Passionate    

Dispute  

Dive  

Dozen  

dream   

Drill  

Educated  

Elect  

Election  

Embassy  
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Essay -     topic   

Examiner  

Displace 

External  

Eyebrow  

Eyelid  

Facility  

faculty   

Far  

Fare,   rent   

Fats  

Fear 

Favor  

Fig  

Financial  
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Fist 

Fixing  

Forbear  

Brewage  

Former  

Foster  

Fresh  

Fridge, refrigerator   

Fry  

Function  

Futurity 

gaze   

give up   

Glue   

Go into  ,   prove    
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Gossip  

Government  

Graduate  

grain   

Guard  

 Municipality 

Guava  

Harmful 

Harvester  

Honest  

in the course   

Income  

Barbed wire  

Indeed  

independence  
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Ingredients  

Injection  

Innocent  

Insomnia  

Internal  

Interpreter  

Interruption  

Jaw  

Kettle  

Labor  

Lame  

Legal ,  right   

Collapse  

Literature  

Liver 
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Loan  

Lover  

Lung  

Luxury  

mayor   

Treatment   

Melon  

Mild,  soft   

Minister  

Ministry  

Monster  

Mosque  

resist  

nation , tribe   

Niece  
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Obedient  

Obey  

Optimistic  

Oversee, supervise   

Pagan, non-Muslim  

Rifle, weapon  

Palace 

Palm  

Party 

Pessimistic  

 Mosquito  

Patience  

Patio  

Peace  

Perfume  
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Persistence  

Pillow  

Pious  

Pistol  

Plead  

Pleader  

Poem  

Poet  

Poetess  

Politician  

Popcorn  

Porter  

Unit of prayer  

Profit,   advantage  

province   
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Pulpit  

Pure  

Quilt  

Reduce 

Repent  

Repentance  

Reserve,  store  

Reward  

Roast  

Rosary  

Run at,     attack ,     

Assault  

 

Run out   

Sacrifice 

Reduce  

Seek 
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set In  

Shake  

Sink  

Sink  

Skimmer 

Slave  

Slink  

smuggler  

snack 

sneeze  

Snuff  

Soap  

spend  

spleen 

Spot 
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Steak  

Steam  

step brother   

step mother  

Bow  

Stool  

Stove  

Solve  

struggle   

Supplication,    pray   

Swell  

Tent  

Thrall  

Toilet  

Torch  
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Try  

Spinach  

Undergo --       bear   

Unique  

Wages --  over time   

watermelon  

Religious leader 

Widow  

Widower  

Wish  

with hold  

Revive  

Sunah  

Preacher  

Inheritance  
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Satisfy  

Incumbent  

Funeral prayer 

Exordium  

Eternal  

Verdict  

Sensational   

Satan  

Pertaining  

Canticle 

Knell down  

 Dry curd  

Angel  

Boon  

Call to prayer  
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Disgrace   

Religious law  

Prophet companion  

Miracle  

Pilgrimage  

Shrine, grave 

Torment  

Sine  

Sinless , Innocent 

Yam  

Religion  

Sect 

Celestial  

Hellish  

Bow down  
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Standing  

Abominable  

Creed 

  dep’t of   Nature  

Misled  

Good  

Worship  

Impoundable   

Implement  

Debility 

Verse  

Spiritual 

Paradise  

Hell  

Amulet  
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Fast  

Holly war 

Asylum  

Allowable  

Grave  

Charity  

Mosque  

Funeral  

Ablution  

Abolition  

Prayer mat  

Faith,  believe   

Lawful  

Unlawful 

Obligation  
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Out going 

Confront 

Enticement  one up  

Martyr  

Apostate, non-Muslim 

Marry contact  

Monstrous  

Jaundice  

Paralysis  

Conscious 

Bely  

Retreat 

Cannon  

Tray  

Sickle  
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Axe 

Adz 

Nipper 

Bra 

Strip  

Pudding  

Ditch  

Valley  

Nightingale  

Louse  

Duel  

Mint 

Mason  

War-weary 

Correspondent  
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Ram  

Auction  

Turban  

Content  

Preface  

deaf  

Moody  

Awer  

Hurl  

Booty 

Cease fire 

Paralyses  

Pimple  

Dysentery  

Fever 
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Impetigo  

Constipation    

Damson  

Mulberry  

Husk melon  

Apricot  

Tangerine  

Bitter gourd  

Shell 

Trowel 

Bribe, corruption 

Care taker  

Casualties 

Nightingale  

Great grand son  
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Step wife  

Absence  

Violence  

Tease  

Thorn  

Revenge  

Saliva 

Absence  

Suicide  

Explosive  items 

Regiment  

Company 

Sergeant  

Battalion  

Squad leader  

Platoon Sergeant  
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First Sergeant  

Sergeant Major  

3rd Lieutenant  

2nd Lieutenant  

1st Lieutenant  

Captain  

Senior Captain  

Major  

Lieutenant Colonel  

Colonel  

Brigade General  

Major General  

Lieutenant General  

General  

Marshal  

Ambush  

Operation  

Formation  

Attention  
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At ease  

Assault  

Objective  

Foot patrol  

Chaw hall  

Helmet  

Rucksack  

Ammo pouch  

Concertina wire  

Prone position  

Trench,  fort  

Mortar  

Bayonet 

  

Platoon 

Lieutenant  

Magazine  

Gun man 
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Verb first  form Meaning 

    

2nd form

 

3
rd

 form

 

Eat Ate Eaten 

Come  came Come 

Write  wrote Written 

Teach  Taught  Taught  

Learn  learned Learned 

Recite  recited Recited 

Worship  worshiped Worshiped 

Deny  Denied Denied 

Respect  Respected Respected 

Accept  accepted Accepted 

Reject   rejected Rejected 

Save  saved Saved 

Spend  Spent Spent  

Solve  Solve Solve 

Clean  cleaned Cleaned 

Cut  Cut Cut 

Read  Read Read 

Do  Did Don 

Perform  performed Performed 

Conduct  conducted Conducted 

Hire  Hired Hired 
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part of speech 

(Ed) 

 

The end  

 

 

 


